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WKMSfund
unveiled
to honor
Lochte
Spatial to The Ledger
WKMS-FM, Murray State's
NPR station, is proud to
announce the "Kate B. Lochte
Transmission Fund." A quiet
campaign to honor the station's
retiring manager began in June.
The fund, to be used for equipment and infrastructure needs,
was unveiled to a crowd of
friends, listeners, donors and a
surprised Lochte during a retirement reception Monday,August
31.
The Station Manager, interviewer and storyteller spent 27
years as a public radio companion. And many listeners came to
thank her for her leadership and
bid her farewell.
MSU President Bob Davies
honored Kate with thoughtful
insight on her tenure as station
manager noting the quality content produced by WKMS and
the expansion of the radio station's "footprint" in our region
reaching nearly 6700 square
miles under Kate's leadership.
The transmission fund campaign has thus far netted
$30,000. The fund is anticipated
to grow so there needn't be a
moment the region is without
WKMS. Furthermore, the
Murray State University's naming committee will consider a
proposal to name the WKMS
transmission and operations
center in honor of Lochte and
her leadership. The proposal

MISD
OKs
tax
hike
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & limes
JUST HANGING OUT: An employee with the Kentucky Transporation Cabinet works on a traffic signal with the benefit of a bucket from a bucket truck allowing him to do his work Tuesday afternoon while suspended above the intersection of North 12th and Chestnut streets in Murray.

tinitAQ4the Orzy
He who heeds discipline
shows the way to life, but
whoever ignores correction
leads others astray.
Proverbs 1O17

The Murray Calloway Transit Authority is offering some
free transportation. The only problem is, the people it is
being offered to keep forgetting it is there.
MCTA signed contracts of $5,000 apiece this year with
local Murray State University student housing complexes
Station 74 and Campus Evolution Villages to provide free
transportation to students residing there.
According to MCTA Executive Director Bjarne Hansen,
students at the two complexes simply have to present a card
when they use the transportation service to receive a free
ride.
Many students either do not know about the service or keep
forgetting their cards, however, which means they are
charged $1 for the MCTA's Gold Route transportation.
Hansen said MCTA hopes to get the word out to as many
students as possible so they will take advantage of the new
agreement.
"It's one of those things where you can lead a horse to
water...," he said. "The (complex) offices send out weekly
. reminders. We have a bus stop scheduled, and we're there
every hour."
Hansen said in previous years MSU had funded free student transportation through MCTA. After the university'
opted to not do that this year, the two agreements were
signed with Station 74 and Campus Evolution Housing,
which are both independent of MSU.
The Campus Evolution deal includes a "bus wrap," which
will enable them to place advertising on the sides of a bus,
Hansen said.
Even outside of the student housing complexes. MSU stu-
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By EDDIE SHERIDAN
Staff Writer

Good Morning

270-753-1916

As expected Tuesday night,
the Murray Independent School
District Board of Education
approved a 2-cent tax increase
on real and personal property.
The 2-cent increase, taking the
district's tax rate on those interests to 61.9 cents, was one of the
suggested options given to
MISD by the Kentucky
Department of Education. This
will amount to an additional $20
per every $100,000 of assessed
value added on to one's tax bill
Those options were formulated from information supplied to
the Kentucky State Department
of Revenue, which then sends
those figures to the KDE.
"We cannot raise the rate to
where we would be raising our
revenue more than 4 percent,"
-said- ?AIM Board Chairman
Richard Crouch during a hearing that preceded the regular
board meeting where the board
unanimously approved raising
the rate from 59.8 cents to 61.9.

MCTA Board ponders
how students can take
advantage of ride offer

See Page 5A
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HAWKINS TEAGUEJ Ledger & Times
Several cast members of the Penguin Project's "Seussical Jr." are pictured at Tuesday's
rehearsal at Playhouse in the Park.

Penguin Project show starts Friday
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer

adapted to be performed by children, but the original version of
"Seussical the Musical" was
In its second year in Murray, written by Lynn Ahrens and
the
Penguin
Project
at Stephen Flaherty and debuted
Playhouse in the Park will pres- on Broadway in 2000. Although
ent audiences with a show fea- the Broadway production closed
turing children with physical in 2001, it has had along life in
and intellectual disabilities in the years since then with comthe starring roles.
munity theater and school proThis year's show is "Seussical ductions across the country,
Jr.," based on characters and sto- including one production at the
ries created by Dr. Seuss. This Playhouse in 2010.
will be the version of the show
The Penguin Project was first

launched in Illinois by Dr.
Andrew Morgan, a professor of
clinical pediatrics and the former head of the Division of
Child Development at the
University College of Medicine
at Peoria. Morgan came to
Murray several times last year to
help Playhouse develop its own
version, and the musical "Annie
Jr." was performed last
September. Whed Morgan was

See Page 7A
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V,E1THER
high near 82. Calm wind becoming north northwest around 5
mph in the afternoon.
Thursday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 64.

Light north wind.
Friday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 82 Calm wind becoming north around 5 mph in the

afternoon.
Friday Night: A chance of

Wednesday: A 40 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy, with
a high near 84. Light and variable wind becoming southwest
around 5 mph in the morning.
Wednesday Night: A 50
percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Mostly
cloudy. with a low around 67.
Calm wind.
Thursday: A 40 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Partly sunny, with a

showers and thunderstorms.
Partly cloudy, with a low around
60. North wind 3 to 5 mph
Saturday: A slight chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly sunny, with a high near
77. North wind 3 to 7 mph.
Saturday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 56.
North wind 3 to 7 mph.
Sunday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 76. North wind 3 to.6
mph
Sunday Night: Partly cloudy,
with a low around 59. Light and
variable wind.
Monday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 81. Light and variable
wind.

Three-vehicle wreck injures one
Staff Report
A Murray woman was transported to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Saturday following a three-vehicle accident at 500
N. 16th St.
JOHN WRIGHT I Ledger & limes
According to the Murray Police Department,Tabitha Warren, 19,
about areas that allow for
motorists
telling
signs
DAMAGE EVERYWHERE: A three-vehicle wreck Tuesday afternoon left
of Murray, was driving northbound on 16th Street in a 2005
intersection to KY 80 and
the
of
median
the
inside
strewn
areas
one-way traffic only and also warning them not to enter those
Chevrolet Cavalier while Tristan Ramsey, 19,of Murray was souththe signs and their poles
where
near
visible
also
is
background
the
in
U.S. 641 North. In addition, a piece of the SUV shown
bound on 16th Street and Jose Rodrigues,36 of Murray, was facing lay. The Calloway County Sheriff's Office, Calloway County Fire-Rescue, Murray Police Department, Murray-Calloway County
east at the stop sign on Campbell Street. Warren turned north onto Ambulance Service and Murray-Calloway County Rescue EMS all responded to the scene. No other information was availCampbell, and was struck by Ramsey's 2010 Ford Fusion. able.
Ramsey's vehicle then struck Rodrigues' 2005 Ford Expedition,
which had one additional passenger inside, Hibeent Ranguel,29,of
Murray.
Warren was transported to Murray-Calloway Count); Hospital by
the Murray Calloway County Ambulance Sehice. No other injures
were reported.
The Murray Fire Department also responded to the scene.•

CIRCUIT

From Front
"This goes back several years to
where the state legislature
passed a law about this, because
some districts were actually getting as much as 10 percent from
their tax revenue, and that obviously was causing taxpayers to
get all up in arms about it in
those communities.
"Without putting it on the ballot, you can't get it to where you
raise that 4 percent more of revenue."
Crouch and fellow board
members stress that this is not a
4 percent increase of the tax

itself. With the increase to 61.9
cents, calculations show that
MISD will receive $2910 million in revenue, as opposed to
the $2.716 million it received
with the rate at 59.8 cents.
MISD Superintendent Bob
Rogers said such a move is basically a must for the district
under the currenti financial climate, maiiVrecaUse of a 2-per-salaries that is
cent inc
the state. In fact,
mandat
Rogers said at was a main reasons the district had to cut six
teachers and one employee at
the MISD central office followmg the conclusion of the 2014-15 school year.
"We're starting out with a
deficit. Every year, we have to
raise taxes because the state
doesn't fund the mandate,"
Rogers said.
MISD also has been hampered
by a loss of buildings the past
two years, meaning those structures are no longer on the tax
roll. Figures supplied last week
by Calloway County Property
Valuation Administrator Nikki
McMillen-Crouch showed that
about $1.2 million in assessed

value has been lost in that time 54.4 cents.
***
due to demolitions of houses,
With the subject money
demolition of former businesses
dominating the converalready
of
loss
and, most obvious, the
eight buildings on the city's sation, board members then
court square from collapse or tackled the working budget for
the 2015-16 school year, which
fire.
"Our revenue is based on pro- did not change much from the
jeted assessments," Crouch said. tentative budget Rogers present"Let's say that someone builds a ed in May.
In the end, the board unaniin this dis$50'biltion

trict. By •

.
-"ar"

have to

Ause that
lower our
clearly would cause our assessment value to go up.
"Likewise, if we have a huge
fire (like what happened in July
2014 on the court square), then
legally we could raise the
amount so the revenue can
increase to that 4 percent."
Rogers also contended that,
while raising taxes is not his nor
the board members' idea of
being enjoyed, there is solace in
the fact that MISD's rate, even
with Tuesday's action, remains
the lowest among independent
districts in far-western Kentucky
and the commonwealth in general. Also, board members opted
not to raise the motor vehicle
tax, which already was set at

mously approved a budget that
comes in at about $123 million.
Rogers did note that MISD was
able to make a comeback of
sorts at the end of the 2014-15
school year, where it had looked
as if the district would finish
with more expenses than revenue.
"Let's just say that 1 was worried about that," he said. "But
we ended up coming out of it in
pretty good shape. It's always a
challenge, but the main thing is
to not spend more than you
make."
Rogers said the budget is
drafted in January, then tweaked
from there until being finalized
each September.•
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to

From Front

Please Join Us
fora

Campaign Kick Off Event
Thursday, September 10,2015
4:30 p.m.- 6:30 p.m.
Robert 0. Miller Conference Center
201 S.4th St., Murray, KY

dents have a huge effect on
MCTA's bottom line. The
authority's fare box total, which
measures how much it collects
in bus fares each month, was at
$6,177.12 for the month of
August this year, up from
$4,705.36 for the same month
the year before.
Hansen credited the increase

effort
largely to MSU's international had to make a greater
students taking advantage of connect with students on and off
MCTA's $2 "on-demand" servcampus. This has included
ice.
"On-demand means someone increased advertising and public
picks up a phone, and we take outreach.
them from Point A to Point B,"
"Essentially, we're on our
he said. "We're going to pick
drop
door
and
them up at their
own," he said."We're having to
them off at their door."
be more innovative with our
Hansen said without MSU
funding this year, MCTA has outreach to students.•

Come by to meet Jeffand
enjoy some Magic Valley BBQ

Western Kentucky Chapter
serving Calloway County

Hosted by:
Betsy Flynn

Dr. Brian Van Horn

Dr. David & Misti Jaco
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Andy & Cheryl Graham
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Scott & Dr. Christina Brown
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Over 500,000 Kentuckians who
thought they couldn't afford insurance
now have it.
Why not you?
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-To me kynect
means more than
an insurance plan.
It means
peace of mind."
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kynect is putting better health within reach of every Kentuckian.
Talk to a kynector or agent and let us show you how.
Maybe you've had health insurance before and found it took too big a bite out of your budget.
Or maybe you've never had it. Well, things are different now. Thanks to kynect, quality, affordable coverage is within reach
of every Kentuckian. That's good news for your health and your pocketbook. So don't wait to enjoy all the benefits you deserve.
Join the more than 500,000 people who have found peace of mind with kynect.
Call 1-855-4kynect (459-6328) to find your local kynector or agent
and make an appointment to get covered.
Contact your Local Cooperative Extension Office to
learn when a kynector will be available.

kyhealthnow
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To the editor:
I just wanted to write what happened
to me (Aug. 29) here
in Murray, Kentucky. With all the bad
news, I thought some
goad news would be welcome. I put this story
on Facebook
and a friend of mine in Florida said I should
send it to the
newspaper.
I went to get my medicine from Walter's Pharm
acy, but
while sitting there waiting to get it, I wanted
a biscuit and
sausage, so I decided to go to McDonald's. I
did and experienced for the first time a Random Act of Kindn
ess. Yes,
yes, when I went to the window to pay, the lady
told me the
car in front of me had paid for my meal. Well,
I just cried
real tears and told her 'Thank you' and tried to
catch that
car. I didn't catch it, and I can tell you that my
heart was
so touched and humbled that I had to park the car
and get
my feelings back in order before I could drive home.
It was
the last thing in the world I would have thought
would happen to me. I love doing this myself and it is oh so
easy at
McDonald's when you look around and know that
you can
touch someone and not even know them. To that person
I say
Tliank You and May God Bless You All Your Life.
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Murray, Ky.
To the editor:
I am somewhat amused at the timing of a recent
letter to
Greg Stumbo reprinted in The Ledger, and signed
by several
MSU history professors regarding the removal of
a statue of
Jefferson Davis from the State Capitol. This article
appeared
in the September 3, 2015 Ledger. These four indivi
duals joined
others from across Kentucky who share their belief
s.
These four persons have every right to their opinio
ns, and
they also have every right to share their views
in the media.
It is puzzling, however, why none of them has
attempted to
deal with the statue issue before now. One is left
to surmise
that they must have had a collective epiphany
that caused
them to petition Mr. Stumbo as a unified body
in 2015!
I cannot defend Jefferson Davis. Nor can I defen
d the service of my great-great-grandfather who served in
the Confederate army. If he thought the Civil War was about
slavery, it
was certainly not about his slaves, because he
did not own
any. As a child, upon learning of my ancestor's
military service, I was proud. I remain so. I do not apolog
ize. I do not
believe my Private Martin Calvin Miller would
have apologized either. I choose to believe he had loftier
, even more
well-intentioned yet perhaps selfish goals than
the preservation of the institution of slavery. I believe
he fought to protect his wife, his children and his property. Again
, he owned
no slaves.
A nobler cause for our group of MSU histor
y professors
would seem to be that of petitioning the National
Parks Service for the removal of Thomas Jefferson's likene
ss on Mount
Rushmore. After all, in spite of his lip servic
e to the cause
of emancipation, Jefferson owned upwards of
150 slaves in
1810. His second term as President ended
March 4, 1809.
The document he is believed to have authored
is the same
on. that declares "all men are created equal."
I believe the Thomas Jefferson question to be
much more
important than any issue with Jefferson Davis.
la truth, neither of these proposals is more
nonsensical
than the other. The professors' statue issue is,
in my opinion,
another case of political correctness run amok.
David H. Miller
Murray, Ky.
Opinions expressed on the Forum page
do not
necessarily reflect the editorial opinion
of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
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No footprints on this stretch of shore
I used to think of Labor of my perfu
me.
already
Day as the last opportunity to
How on earth did I accu- played in
hit the reset button on New mulate so
much stuff, and why your
life
Year's resolutions. Why not? do I keep adding
to it when and then let
There is still enough time for it is clear
so little of it brings it go and
a last-ditch effort to lose those me joy or satisf
action?
move on,"
10 pounds, or read "Brothers
The image of a 3-year-old she says.
Karamazov" by New Year's boy from Syria,
washed up on
Is
this
Eve.
the shores of Turkey, drifts how
we
By now, you think I'd be into my mind.
He, his moth- deal with 3more of a realist but, true to er and older
brother - casu- year -old
form,this past weekend I revis- alties of the
civil war in Aylan and
ited my annual to-do list. Lebanon - drown
ed when the the count- Main Street
Inspired by Marie Kondo's best boat that was
supposed to bring less others By Constance
seller, "The Life-Changing them closer
Alexander
to freedom cap- fleeing vioMagic of Tidying Up," I sized.
Ledger & Times
lence
and
renewed my vow to get organColumnist
Little Aylan Kurdi ended up repression
ized.
face down at the water's edge. in
their
Following
the
process Attired in blue shorts and a homelands
explained in the book, I emp- red shirt, he
has dark hair. His to seek refuge in western
tied every closet of my clothes eyes are closed
and his arms Europe and beyond? Evidence
and dumped them all in one rest against
his sides, palms of their suffering is posted on
place. As a result, I am in up, as if in surren
der. On his Facebook, Twitter, throughout
my bedroom, ankle deep in a feet are sneake
rs, maybe his social media, and on the news.
gaggle of garments I am sup- first pair ever.
The images are there long
posed to sort through, one by
Perhaps because of the enough to give us
pause to
one. According to Ms. Kondo, vibrant colors,
not yet faded write meaningless platitudes
a renowned clutter consultant, by sun and sea,
there seems before moving on.
I must determine if an item to be life in his
lifeless body.
• Today, more than 19 milmakes me happy, if it ignites Can't you see
him bouncing lion people are on the move
a spark of joy.
his way down the street of because of war,
persecution
"If it does," she writes,"keep his old neighborhood
in Kobani, and oppression. About 42,500
it. If not, dispose of it."
delighted with his new sneak- more join them each
day. CounMs. Kondo recommends ers? He runs to catch
up with tries all over the world, parcompleting the task in silence, his big brother,
Galip, and his ticularly in the Middle East
so I turn off the radio and mother or father
calls to both and Africa, are cleaning their
commence. Shuffling through of them, "Slow down.
"
closets and discarding people
the hodge-podge is surprisingMarie Kondo, the diva of they don't want or need,
while
ly easy; the discards soon sur- detritus, admits that
some items other governments struggle to
pass the must-keeps. As I are difficult to
part with. "If define who is a refugee, who
sift through the melange of you're having a
hard time get- is an immigrant, and who has
fabrics, colors and textures, I ting rid of somet
hing, thank the right to be admitted legalam aware of the lingering scent the item for the
role it has ly into a new country, with-
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out proper paperwork and no
resources.
Reflecting on the human
suffering, emergencies director of Human Rights Watch,
Peter Bouckaert, said, "I think
we should be offended that
children are washing up dead
on our beaches because of the
failure of our politicians to
provide safe passage."
While I agree with Mr.
Bouckaert, I believe that the
blame is not confined to our
politicians. Here in the USA,
where many of us are fortunate enough to celebrate Labor
Day by taking a break from
work, we use the time off to
wallow in excess. We take
advice from experts about
things like hosting backyard
barbecues, shopping the holiday sales, and declaring war
on clutter.
Is this how we honor Aylan,
just letting him go and moving on? But his image lingers:
Limp, lifeless, forsaken by all,
an exuberant little boy, barely out of the toddler stage.
While there are no footprints
in the sand to mark his journey, the memory of those little sneakers should haunt us
all.
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledgercom. Contact the columnist at constancealexander@Avc.com.

A preservation of the past
It has been several days since the Capitol rotunda,
probably tol rotunda,
72 college and university pro- to the Thomas D.
Clark His- also moved
fessors — including four Mur- tory Center (wher
e the statue away from
ray State University profes- would be viewed by
thousands the Bluesors, myself among them — of more visitors, by
the way). grass, north
signed a letter calling for the United States Senate
Majority to Indiana
removal — not the destruc- Leader Mitch
McConnell; and then to
tion, heaven forbid — of a Fred- Republican candid
ate for gov- Illinois,
erick Cleveland Hibbard stat- ernor Matt Bevin;
Kentucky nonetheless
ue of Jefferson Davis from the House Minority
Leader Jeff married
Kentucky State Capitol rotun- Hoover; and Kentu
cky Senate Mary Todd
da in Frankfort. The Jefferson President Robert Stiver
s all from Lex- Home and
Davis statue, carved flow Ten- agreed that the statue
should ington ,
Away
nessee marble and placed on no longer be displa
yed at the maintained
By James
a Tennessee marble pedestal state capitol. I agree
with the a Kentuck- Duane Bolin
in 1936 with the advocacy of Republican politicians,
not for ian as his Ledger & Times
the United Daughters of the political reasons, not
for polit- law partner,
Columnist
Confederacy and with 5,000 ical correctness,
but for the and kept in
of Kentucky taxpayer dollars, proper preservation
of the past. close touch with Kentucky
stands with the statues of AbraJefferson Davis was born throughout his life. Emilie
Todd
ham Lincoln, Henry Clay, in Kentucky,of course
. He stud- Helm, his Confederate sisterEphraim, McDowell and Alben ied at Transylvania Univer
sity in-law, often visited the White
Barkley.
in Lexington. After moving to House during the war.
On the
I am humbled by the Mississippi,
however, he other hand, Davis never mainresponse of the readers of the became a child of
the deep tained close ties to Kentucky.
Murray Ledger & Times and South. His biographers,
espe- Indeed, Jefferson Davis made
the Louisville Courier-Journal cially Dr. William
J. Cooper little contribution to Kentucky
and the Lexington Herald- in his magisterial,
"Jefferson history.
Leader and by viewers of Davis: American"
(New York:
Yes, Davis was the presiWPSD television, who sent Vintage,2001), argue
that Davis dent of the Confederacy, but
emails and left voice mail mes- was a Mississippia
n, that he Kentucky never left the Union.
sages following reports of the saw himself as
a Mississippi- Furthermore, over 100,000
publication of the letter signed an, and that he decide
d to go Kentucky soldiers fought for
by the historians. Your thought- with the South when
his home the Union, including over
ful messages of support and state — Mississippi
— seced- 23,000 African-American soldisagreement are appreciated. ed from the Union
, despite the diers. Less than 40,000 KenAnd your responses of civili- fact that he had been
a hero tuckians fought for the Conty and friendship will not be in the Mexican War,and
despite federtwy.
forgotten.
the fact that he had served
The spaces for statues in
All four key Kentucky the country as secretary
of war the state capitol rotunda in
Republicans are in solid agree- under President Frankl
in Pierce. Frankfort, Kentucky should be
ment that the Jefferson Davis
Although Abraham Lincoln, reserved for Kentuckians who
statue should be removed from whose statue stands in the
capi- made major contributions to

Kentucky history. Ephraim
McDowell served on the first
board of trustees of Centre
College and, of course, performed the world's first ovariotomy in Danville. Henry Clay
had such influence on Kentucky
and the nation that even though
he never became president
every Kentucky governor was
Whig — Clay's party —
between 1834 and 1851.
As the majority leader of
the senate, Alben Barkley guided FDR's New Deal legislation through Congress during
the hard days of the Great
Depression. The monument of
Kentucky Dam stands today
as one of his accomplishments.
It is hard to argue with the
other four statues as far as
Kentuckians making contributions to the commonwealth.
And finally, to be true to
Kentucky history, an accurate
preservation of the past — not
political correctness, heaven
forbid — demands that Kentuckians honor the contributions
that women and African-Americans have made in the history of this state. How can we
not preserve and honor these
great Kentuckians?
Duarte Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University. Contact
Duane
at
jbolin@nturraystate.edu.
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OBITUARIES
Pamela-

Buchanan

py" Hicks, 172 of Hardin, Kentucky died
Pim:Lela 4chanan,63,of Murray, Kentucky died Sunday, Sept. 6,
Saturday. opt. 54015,.at 10.14tybilt University Medical Center, 2015itt M*ay-Calloway County Hospital.
N
,Tenn
She was born in Murray on Monday,Oct. 8,1951
He WaftholeAilturday, Sept. 10, 1942 in Hardin.
to Hampton and Doris Jean Miller Boggess.
riccittituaillon technician by trade, he retired
She was the business manager with Intrepid
after 2/4 fears
service with Bellsouth. He also
Home Health,a Murray State graduate and a memset'ved
Matihall County First
District
ber of the Elm Grove Baptist Church.
Cdrnini oner for 17 years. He was past president
She was preceded in death by her parents and a
ofithiS
Mitihall PTO,South Marshall Band
brother, Ronnie Boggess.
B4osters Sout larshall Athletic Club and the•
Mrs. Buchanan is survived by her husband,
Sclith
hall
unty Girls Softball League. He
Donny Buchanan; a son, Jeff Durham and wife
also se 'ed Uri the execiitive board or-:::Rhonda; two brothers,Joey Boggess and wife Terri
Ccinunu cation Workers. of America, served as
Buchanan and Eddie Boggess and wife Mary; three sisters,
secretaryfof the Hardin ConServation Club and "
Pat Cossey and husband Kennisth, Donna Tucker
Hicks
seised op the Board of Directors of the West and husband Jerry and Alisha Adams; two grandchildren, John
Kentucky Field T
chid
-Durham and-Harnp Durham; a stepson, Ben Buchanan and wife
He was preceded :deaili by his parents James Kino and Ora Le.,44-547.kikasattlaughter, Kathy Seavers; four stepgrandchildren and
Bradberry
brithers,Joseph Daniel Hieks, John'WmotiT*00Vepgretia-grandchildren, all of Murray.
Hicles
n Slicks;.diree -sisters, Sarah Ruth eadgett„
ices are at I pm., Wednesday, Sept. 9, 2015 at the
M asiadr4ii4c
.4 .•.
t girl.
an t
Home & Crematory, downtown Murray'. Bill Miller
y h. !wife, Darla °obit.Hicks o sand Eddie Clyde Hale will officiate. Burial will follow in Elm(hove
•Iiilas
.
HitWo scsis
DivieL"Dan" Hicks and
itation will be from 10 a.m. until.I
Wedritsday,
.
e Jody
Har
arid Jero
icksii. and wife Karen otHardin; oap- Sept. 9, 2016 at the funeral home.
clatig r; Teresa
s an4usband Danny of Peeitfoa; two'
Ottliiicattiolences may be left at www.imesih.coml'
stepd ghters1Ad n e
I
n husband Casey offienton andk kerriaa Funeral Home & Crematory, downtown Murray,is in charge
Morgin Bennett ai4c14argrei
Lovett of Harchn3wo,sisters,,... of drran.semOts.
Jean lain of$Padufatk ang 4ae
!timith: of Shape;'grantictildrenrIth"
,
Aaron Jacob Hick!, IV•akate
icks, Shelby Lyn Stark, James
Cody Hicks, Jessica Mae Hicks, Lily Riggs, Raylan Riggs and
Owen Riggs.
Funeral services will be at 1 p.m. Thursday. Sept. 10,2015 in the
Fund at wkms.org, or by mailFrom Front
chapel of the Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. K. Alan
ing
a check to 2018 University
Miller and the Rev. Brent Clark will officiate. Burial will follow the also requires approval from
Station, Murray KY 42071, and
service in the Wadesboro Cemetery near Hardin. Visitation will be
MSU's Board of Regents.
including "Kate fund" in the
from 3-8 p.m. Wednesday, Sept. 9, 2015 at the funeral home.
An anonymous listener gift of
The family request memorial contributions be made to the $10,000 was the base of the comments. All gifts will ensure
that vital broadcasting equipMarshall County Exceptional Center, P.O. Box 423, Benton, KY
fund, with over 100 others conment remains operational for the
42025.
tributing their support. Kate said
listening community in years to
of the fund,"Many of you have
come.
Clara Evelyn Starks Page
been taking care of this station
WKMS broadcasts a continuClara Evelyn Starks Page,90,of Murray, Kentucky,died Monday, longer than 'I've been here.
ous,
comprehensive mix of
Sept. 7,2015, at Hickory Woods, Murray.
Thank you, especially. As a
news
and music, with stations
She was born May 8, 1925 in Murray, Kentucky to Bion Poyner
of
member of the community
including
91.3 WKMS-FM,
and Minnie Williams Poyner.
listeners I hope we'll get this
WKMS
HD-1
and All-Music
She was a homemaker and a member of Grace Baptist Church.
fund up to $150,000 together."
90.9 WKMD,
HD-2,
Murray;
She was preceded in death by her parents; her first husband,
Development Director, Asia
Charles D. Starks; her second husband, Frank Page and a brother, Burnett says it's the perfect way WKMD HD-1 and HD-2,
J.B.Poyner.
to honor Kate. "She's so dedi- Madisonville; 89.5 WKMT,
Mrs. Page is survivedby a daughter, Dorinda Craig and husband
cated to this radio station. Any Fulton; and All-Classical 92.5
Charles of Murray; a son,Randall Starks of Murray; a sister, Bobbie gift we gave her, she would Paducah, 88.9 Murray and
Sue Elkins and husband Otis of Murray; two grandchildren, have donated right back to 105.1 Madisonville, WKMS
Mitchell Craig of Puryear, Tennessee and Kela Travis and husband
WKMS.This way, her legacy of also streams both its News and
Trent of Murray; two great-grandchildren, Emily Craig of Puryear keeping WKMS strong contin- All Classical channels online at
and Nash Trivis of Murray.
wions.org, a robust website
ues for many years to come."
Funeral serAces will be at 10 a.m.,Thursday. Sept. 10,2015 at the
Chad Lampe will be taking the offering playlists, regional news
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with John Dale officiating. Burial will
helm as Interim Station and an online contribution page.
follow in Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be from 5-8
Manager, as a national search is For more call 1-800-599-4737.
p.m., Wednesday, Sept. 9,2015 at the funeral home.
conducted. The award-winning
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Grace Baptist Church
News Director is also on the
Building Fund,617 South Ninth Street, itiurray, KY 42071.
national board for Public Radio
Online condolences may,be left at wwv,lhejhchurchillfuneralNews Directors.
home.com.
Donations can be made to the
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Kate B. Lochte Transmission
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Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Calloway County
School Board will receive
public comments concerning
a proposed general fund tax
levy of 42.2 cents per $100
on real property; 42.2 cents
on personal property; 52,1
cents on motor vehicles; and
a 3 percent utility tax for the
2015-2016 school year at
5:30 p.m. Thursday at the
High
County
Calloway
School, located at 2108
College Farm Road in
Murray.
• The Murray Personnel
and Finance Committee will
meet at 6 p.m. Thursday in
Murray City Hall to review
tax rate projections.
• The Murray City Council
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday in Murray City
Hall. The mayor's report will
include information on the
Playful City Award, the
to •
Committee
Mayor's
Process
Enhance Business
and Planning, the 16th
Street pedestrian project
and panhandling. The council will vote on a resolution
authorizing the submittal of a
grant application to the
Local
of
Department
Government to assist the
City of Murray in the development of a downtown
Renaissance Park and a
recommendation from the
Planning Commission to
zone the 0.74-acre tract of
170
at
located
land
R-4
as
Road
Utterback
residential).
(multi-family
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.

44# STOCK MARKET REP0R1
Pricy,

Investments Since 1854

HopFed Banc*.................10.99 + 0.01

Mr Products

IBM

147.19 + 3.49

Apple ...._.____--._...... 11231 + 3.04

Intel

29.50 + 0.98

AT&T,Inc....................... 33.13 + 0.57

Kmger.

16.73 + 0.86

BB&T

45.05 + 0.98

Mattel ..... .....

.....

23.00 + 0.18
%.79 + 1.94

Bank of ,America

16.16 + 0.51

Mcnorialds.

Brigs & Stratton

20.01 + 045

Merck .....

............ 52.65 + 1.06

Bristol Myers Squibb......39.01 + 1.71

Microsoft

43.89 + 1.28

........74.28 +118
Caterpillar
Chesrun Texaco Corp ....76.82 + 0.15

JCPenney

9.98 + 030

30.90 - 0.68

Yahoo

Oran Foods -

+ 1.15

-......-.... 1737 + 0.78

Regions Financial ._.......... 932 + 0.26

73.49 + 1.03

Sears Holding Corp -.26.81 - 039

Exxon-Mobil ........

Ford Motor Co..........-....13.66 + 0.10
General Electric
Giallo Smith Kline
Amazon

Pepsico,Inc...___._._.....9236 + 144
Pfizer,

Time Warner

71.67 + 1.66

24.95 + 0.95

L'S Rancorp_________ 4142 + 0.87

40.57 +

Anthem..

51734 + 1834

Imes Funeral Homçfl Crematory.
downtown Murray
Pamela Buchanan,63
Funeral services are at I p.m., Wednesday, Sept. 9, 2015 at the
funeral home. Burial will follow in Elm Grove Cemetery.

Clerk who fought gay marriage is released from jail
By ADAM BEAM
Associated Press
GRAYSON, Ky. (AP) - The
Kentucky county clerk jailed for
refusing to issue marriage licenses to
gay couples was released Tuesday
after five days behind bars, emerging
to a tumultuous hero's welcome from
thousands of supporters waving large
white mosses.
"I just want to give God the glory.
His people have rallied, and you are a
strong people," Kim Davis told the
crowd after stepping outside, her aims
raised like a victorious boxer, to the
blaring Rocky theme song "Eye of the
Tiger."
Her ',wryer refused to say whether
she would defy the courts again.
"Kim cannot and will not violate her
conscience," said Max Stayer, founder
of the Liberty Counsel, the Christian
law firm representing Davis. As for
whether she will issue licenses, Stayer
said only: "You'll find out in the near
future."
The Rowan County clerk whose
defiance has made her a hero to the
religious right walked free after the
federal judge who ordered her locked
up lifted the contempt ruling against
her, saying he was satisfied that her
deputies were fulfilling their obligation to grant licenses to same-sey couples in her absence.
But U.S. District Judge David
Bunning also warned Davis riot to
interfere again,or else she could wind
up back in jail.
Davis,49, has refused to resign her
S80000-a-yearjob. As an elected official,she can lose her post only if she is
defeated for re-election or is
impeached by the state General

Assembly.The latter is unlikely,given
the legislature's conservative nature.
As the surprise news of her impending release spread, a crowd of dozens
of supporters who had gathered on the
jailhouse lawn for a previously scheduled rally swelled. They brake into
"Amazing Grace" and "God Bless
America" and waved signs, flags and
crosses.
Cries of thanks to Jesus echoed
through the crowd as Davis emerged
next to Republican presidential candidate Mike Horiahee- and her husband.
Joe, who was in overalls and a straw
hat. Huckabee and fellow GOP White
House candidate Sen. Ted Cruz visited her at the jail just after the decision
came down.
"If somebody has to go to jail, Fm
willing to go in her place,' said
Huckabee, a former Baptist minister
and Arkansas governor. He added:
"She has shown more courage than
any politician I know." III

Correction
In story concerning Murray State
University's second Leadership
published
Launch
event,
Wednesday, September 2, Audrey
Selden, president of the board for
Leadership Women in Dallas,
Texas, was listed as a graduate of
MSU. Selden is not an alumni of
MSU.The Ledger regrets the error.
The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and fair
reporting; however mistakes occasionally occur. It is the Ledger's
policy to correct errors. To report a
news mistake or error, please call
753-1916.
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FUNERAL NOTICE

Grandparen-rs 9ay
Sep-tember 131t1
Send your grandparents a smile this
Grandpaient's Day!
Single Space - $12
(up to 40 words only, no picture)

14639 + 434
249

Double Space - $18
(up to 25 words & picture IN COLOR)

Goodyear Tire & Rubber....30.09 + 0.87

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants (L-Fn.
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270153.3366 I 800-4441854
Hours: 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. M-F
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Please support
the United 1Vay
of
Murray-Calloway
County

Deadline Extended -September 10th
at Noon
Call Nicki today to get your photo in!

270-753-1916
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Murray

COMMUNITY
Great Rivers
Group meets
to plan events
for the year

Photo provided

EMPTY BOWLS PROJECT: A group from the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens
Center visited the Murray Art Guild recently to work on bowls of clay for the Empty Bowls
Project which will be Friday, Oct. 23, from 5-7 p.m., with proceeds to benefit Murray-Calloway
County Need Line.

Photo provided

KSDAR SUMMER WORKSHOP: Ann Landini, pictured on the right, of the NSDAR, Capt.
Wendell Oury Chapter, was recognized at the KSDAR Summer Workshop on Aug. 8, at
Barkley Lodge for receiving first place in Kentucky's American Heritage Contest for her
machine-quitted wall hanging and second place in the national competition. Shown with
Landini is KSDAR Regent Barbara Zink.

Special to the Ledger
The Great Rivers Group of the
Sierra Club met in September to
plan a series of events for the
coming year. The annual special
event of the year designed to
showcase what the Sierra Club
does will be Tuesday, Oct. 13,
with a panel discussion on alternative energy led by University
of Kentucky professor Donald
Colliver, a specialist on solar
energy. The co-sponsor of this
event will be the Murray
Environmental Student Society
(MESS).
The Great Rivers Group will
sponsor five Murray State
University students to the annual Activist Weekend, held in
conjunction with the annual
chapter meeting on Oct. 23-25,
at Rough River Dam State Park.
The annual Foods Dinner will
be held Saturday, Sept. 26, at
the home of Bill and Nancy
Philips. A small group of members will distribute candy to
children at the "Trail of Treats"
at Central Park on Halloween.
The Outings Chairman, Ray
Smith, lead tours of our local
water treatment and wastewater
treatment plants in June. He
conducted a short hike in Land
in
Lakes
the
Between
September and Nancy and Bill
Philips will lead a canoe trip to
Red River Gorge on Sept. 1416.
Executive
Cumberland
Committee member Gene
Nettles reported on current
chapter efforts to diminish the
mercury levels in the Ohio
River and to update rules that
regulate pollution of streams by
coal mines. Martin Tracy
reviewed the book "Rain: A
Natural and Cultural History"
by Cynthia Barnett. The book
covers the waterfront, ranging
from geological history to the
effect of water on our poets and
popular culture.
The next meeting of the Great
Rivers Group will be Tuesday,
Nov. 3.

Walk to Defeat ALS to be
Saturday at CFSB Center
Ile neat neck is hack, bringuig your
outfit together with a dose of 70s preppy.
Ala the Ali MacGraw look from the movie
"Love Story"
Choose a styk with a high sect and use it
as a comnstmg neutral Toss oo a statement
met for adied warmth and for the total Ali
MacGraw look,add a um skin and tights
Boots costar 111 all lengths this season
Mini skirts loot best with ankle boats. Ares
with and calf boors and MAXI'S work with
taller styles
Another fun treed that is popping up
everywhere are grommets. Grommets are liar
new studs that are showing up on everything
from dresses to handbags.
Bold jewelry always makes a statement
Decorative pins are making a comeback'
Wear them mined together or use large cox
for as eye-arching loot. Loll eraggerated
sparkler earrings are a gracefel way to
highlight your neck Chow architectural
tapes for a bold statement.
Bigger belts are making a comeback from
the retro 80s WItie belts trimmed ont in
sanitised colors or gold raw make dr
80s stature*
One of our newest Itoes is Gypsy Sod,for
dr young and the young at bent. Tee shirts
aid boodles with Iva sayings on them for
weekned wane skim or war them oiler a
jacket villa:me.lame sew koks on the Ivry
Cogratidatioas to Eleanor Spry who
woe ilia midis giveaway. she liked in at
Facebook. You cm also come to the store
to reaSony timed lo sea week's fist ahd lashing
report..ilore merrhandise pot on the tak
reels!
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Special to the Ledger
The Murray Walk to Defeat
ALS is an annual event to raise
awareness of ALS and generate
funding for Kentucky Chapter
of the ALS Association. The
walk will be Saturday, Sept. 12,
with registration and silent auction to begin at 8 a.m., 5k run
starts at 9 a.m. and one mile
walk starts at 9:15 a.m., at the
CFSB Center on the campus of
Murray State University.
Lateral
Amyotrophic
Sclerosis, or more commonly
known as Lou Gehrig's disease,
is a neurodegenerative disease
that affects the nerve cells in the
spinal cord and the brain. As the
disease progresses, the motor
neurons that travel from the
brain to the spinal cord begin to

stop working, slowly causing
the body to weaken. A common
first symptom is a painless
weakness in a hand,foot, arm or
leg. Other early symptoms
include difficulty with speech,
walking.
or
swallowing
Currently, there is no effective
treatment and no cure for this
devastating disease.
The annual Murray Walk
heightens awareness of the disease in the western Kentucky
area. This is the only walk that
takes place in Kentucky, west of
Louisville. The majority of the
funds that are raised are devoted
to.patient care services, education and support within
Kentucky and the remainder is
devoted to' research to find a
cure for this disease.

This 5k run,one mile walk and
silent auction provides a fun
opportunity for the community
to come together to uplift and
encourage our local ALS
patients while raising funds to
support the Kentucky ALS
Association. You may register
online at www.alsaky.org or the
day of the event.
For more information, contact
Chapter
ALS
Kentucky
Representative Jennifer LepaHouston at Jennifer@alsaky.org
or call 1-800-406-7702 or
Murray Walk Chairman, Scott
at
Benson,
Benson.scott@basco.com or
call 270-767-3823 or 270-2933098.0

SENIOR OPTIMUM LIFI FAIR

AT BROOKDA1.1 MURRAY

LIVING SOLUTIONS

VFW Post 6291 will hold its monthly meeting
Thursday. Sept. 10, at 7 pm. at the National
Guard Armory. For more information, call
Flenoy Barrow at 270-978-1052.

Line dance class offered

Line dancing classes will be every Wednesday
from 5:30-7 p.m. at the American Legion Hall,
Dr., off of North Fourth Street.
Datebook 310 Bee Creek
731-445-0080 and leave name
at
Donna
Call
Martha
email at cheroFinney Andrus, and number to sign-up,
up for the class
show
or
ahoo.com
kee38242@y
Community
week.
per
$5
is
fee
Class
editor

ALS Support Group meeting planned

The Murray ALS Support Group will meet Thursday, Sept. 10, at
6 p.m. in the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board Room.This
will be bank night for the Walk to Defeat M.S. Photo times will be
scheduled so all team captains are encouraged to attend. For more
information,contact Mitzi Cathey at 270-293-1748.

Life Fair hosted by Brookdale

Senior Optimum Life Fair hosted by Brookdale Murray, 905
Glendale Road, will be Thursday, Sept. 10, from 11 am. until 2
p.m. Learn how to navigate life, plan ahead, have fun and stay
active in your senior years. For more information, call Brookdale
Murray at 270-759-1555.

MWC Zeta Dept. will meet

The Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday, Sept. 10, at 2 p.m. at the club house. "Snazzy Bodies"
will be presented by Ann Stanley, exercise director, MurrayCalloway County Senior Citizens Center. Hostesses are Thelma
Bailey and Dot McNabb.

Needlework exhibit to be held

A free counted cross stitch class and needlework exhibit will be
held Monday, Sept. 14, from noon until 2 p.m. at the Marshall
County Public Library in Hardin,4640 Murray Highway. All class
supplies provided free. All are welcome. For more information,
contact the Marshall County Public Library at Hardin at 270-4374275, ext. 3.

—

ALL THE PLACES LIFE CAN GO"
1655
,
905 GLENDALE RD. I MURRAY,KY I 170-75
COM
WWW.BROOKDALE.

Over 25 professionals to help you learn how to navigate life,
plan ahead, havefun,and #tay active in your major years.
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Model A Fords to be at Ice Cream Social

Kentuckiana, Drive Your Model A Ford Day, will be held in conjunction with the Ice Cream Social, downtown Murray, on
Saturday, Sept. 12. More than 50 antique cars will be on display at
Fourth and Poplar and Fifth and Poplar for the public to enjoy and
photograph.

Group Home accepting donations
Murray Group Home is now accepting donations of household
items, clothing and books which will be used for a fundraiser on
Saturday,Sept, 19. All proceeris will go to the Murray Group Home
Girls' Activity Fund'. To donate items,call 270-759-4272.

Walk to Defeat ALS to be Saturday
The Murray Walk to Defeat ALS will be Saturday, Sept. 12, at the
CFSB Center on the campus of Murray State University.
Registration and silent auction begins at 8 am.,5 K run starts at 9
a.m. and one mile walk is at 9:15 a.m. 3 Hearts Yoga will offer a
free outdoor yoga class designed for all levels from 7-8 am. at the
CFSB Center between entrances B and C. Bring your yoga mat.
at
Benton
Scott
information, contact
more
For
Benson.scott@basco.com or call 270-767-3823 or 270-293-3098.

Ladies Auxiliary VFW to meet
Ladies VFW Post 6291 will hold its monthly meeting Thursday,
Sept. 10, at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory. An informal
meeting with the VFW Post 6291 will be at 6:30 p.m. For more
information, call Loretta Barrow at 270-489-2436.

Kentucky Lake Flotilla meeting planned
The U. S. Coast Guard Auxiliary's Kentucky Lake Flotilla will
meet Thursday, Sept. 10, at 6:30 p.m., at the Caring and Sharing
Building behind and to the left of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Meetings are open to the public and interested boaters are invited to
attend. Prior to the meeting, those interested are invited to eat at
Sirloin Stockade at 5:30 p.m. For more information, call Bill
Husfield, Flotilla commander,270-354-9966,or Beale Canon,270753-4934.
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Soup for the Soul serves.weeknights
Soup for the Soul Community Kitchen serves free dinner each
night Monday - Friday,from 4-6 p.m., at 411 Maple Street, downtown Murray. Donations are always accepted. For more information, contact Debbie Smith at 270-293-3548.

Bake Sale for ALS Team TW planned
Team TW,in memory of Todd Walker, will have a bake sale on
Friday, Sept. 11,from 7 am. until 2 p.m. in the private dining room
of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. All proceeds will benefit
the ALS Association Kentucky Chapter.

Trade days to be held at Chestnut Park

MHS Class of 1965 to have reunion

BROOKDALE

0# ------SENIOR

VFW Post 6291 to meet

The Murray-Calloway County Park will host "Olde Thyme
Thursday Trade Days" every Thursday. Vendors are invited to set
up booths at Chestnut Park. Please note the change in location.
Setup and placement is on a first come basis. Hours are from 7 a.m.
to 1 p.m. No trading, buying, selling or giving away of firearms or
live animals. For more information call the park office a 270-7620325.

Thursday, Sept. 10th
11 AM - PM

fi

DATEBOOK

The Murray High School Class of 1965 is having its 50-year class
reunion. Activities include a pre-game get-together at Murray
Middle School from 5:30-6:30, and attending the Murray High
School Homecoming game on Friday, Sept. 18. There will be an
informal lunch at Kenlake State Park restaurant Saturday,Sept. 19,
followed by a social gathering at the Robert 0. Miller Convention
Center from 6-10 p.m. For more information contact
joeward47@gsnail.com or call 270-227-9595.

Cemetery seeks donations
Donations for the upkeep of Mt. Zion Cemetery may be made to
Evelyn Tucker, 2521 Potts Road, Kirksey, KY 42054.

AA meetings available
Alcoholics Anonymous is a fellowship of men and women with
the purpose to help others to recover from the pain and suffering of
alcoholism. There are meetings in Murray seven days a week, midday and evenings. For more information, call 270-535-4111, 270799-1065 or 270-226-3971 or visit www.wkintergroup.
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Rood warrior ride
Dear Dave,
I'm Dying to get out ofdebt. I make good
money and do consulting fora living. I pia
about 4,000 miles a month on my car. It's a
2012 model, and!currently owe more on it than
it's worth.I've considered selling it, but I'm concerned about reliability since I'm on the road so
much. Do you have any advice?
Chantel
Dear Charnel,
Rule ofthumb number one when it comes to
yourfinances is you don't want too much of
yourfinancial picture tied up in things that are
going down in value. Specifically, no one needs
to have more than half oftheir annual income
tied up in things that go down in value.
You're a road warrior, so whatever you drive
you're going to destroy. From a business perspective, you need a relatively low-mileage vehicle with good gas mileage that's reliable and
safe. You also want something that's reasonably
comfortable. Having said that, I would advise
doing a lot of research and getting the least in
car that meets all those criteria.
Since whatever you drive is going to be
worth nothing in about 20 minutes, I'd start setting aside some cash every month as part ofa
monthly budgetfor a newer, better car. That
way, when it comes time to put the old one
down, you'll have a pile ofcash to go along
with your trade-in.
But even in your situation, Chantel,I would
never advise baying a brand-new car or leasing
a vehicle. From afinancial standpoint, either of
those moves would be just about the dumbest
things you could do!

The buying decision
Dear Dave,
I live in Pennsylvania, and I'm accepting a
new job out ofstate. My wife and I will be in
this new areafor at least two years, and we're
not sure if we should rent or buy a house.
Ron
Dear Ron,
Most of the time, as long as you're financially readyfor such a big investment, buying a
house is a good move. But ifI'm in your situation, and I'm not sure if it's a long-term thing,
I'm going to rent until I see what thefuture
holds.
It seldom makes a lot ofsense to live in a
placefor two or three years and sell it. unless
you get a ridiculously good buy at purchase and
are able to sellfor retail without any trouble.
Even though the economy is finally, slowly turning around somewhat, I'm not sure that most
properties in the current marketplace would go
up enough in value in only two years to offset
your cost ofsale.
You're in a situation similar to lots of military families I help. Often, they'll be stationed
somewherefor just two or three years. They"!!
buy something, they can't get it sold, and they
end up with rental properties all over the country. Believe me, that wasn't their initial plan.
Playing long-distance landlord is a pain in the
rear!
Rentfor now, Ron. Then, if you two decide
you like the new job and new surroundings —
and it turns out you're going to be there for a'
good, long while — start checking out the area
for a nice home.
—Dave

interviewed during one of his
trips to Murray, he said the
Penguin Project gives children
with disabilities the opportunity
to play both lead and supporting
roles while also improving their
socialization, communication
skills and self-esteem. The program matches children who
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DRIVER APPRECIATION WEEK PROCLAMATION: Calloway County Judge-Executive
Larry Elkins and Murray Mayor Jack Rose both signed a proclamation recently to declare next
week - Sept. 13-18 - as Driver Appreciation Week in the community. This recognizes the contributions of the men and women who keep commerce flowing by handling the transportation
of goods from behind the wheel of trucks, vans and other vehicles. Shown are, front from left,
Elkins and Rose as they prepared to sign the document. Back, from left are, drivers Achsah
Cole, Keith Cole, Louis Armstrong, Paschall Truck Lines Director of Training Bob Walker, PTL
Maintenance Manager Ben Mitchell and PTL VP of Operations Dennis Burkeen.
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Special to the Ledger
The Rotary Club of Murray is
part of the 12 million-member
Rotary International organization that exists in over 200
countries. The Murray club
began in 1924 following the
Rotary principle of fellowship
of business leaders through
service to the community.
Recently, the 140-member club
celebrated its 90th anniversary.
How does the Rotary Club
benefit the Murray-Calloway
County community?
Murray's award-winning club
embraces the theme of "service
above self," and the 2015-16
international theme,"Be a gift
to the world." Rotarians contribute countless hours of time
to implement sustainable, longterm projects that will make a
difference in peoples lives, in
Murray and abroad.
What current projects is
Rotary Club undertaking?
In collaboration with the
Murray Area Council of the
Reading
International
Association and the Calloway
County Public Library, the club
plans to provide backpacks containing literacy materials to all
second graders in the community. Also, the club is involved in
Rockin' Readers for first
graders, The Apple Dumpling
Project for third graders and

We are in need of the following positions:

,
tors who help
rnpeetr
them through the rehearsal
process. Morgan said the program develops new friendships
and social networks not only for
the kids, but also for their parents.
Rehearsals for a Penguin
Project show last for about four
months, so the actors for
"Seussical Jr." have been hard
at work since May. Playhouse
Executive Director Lisa Cope
said it was a difficult show to
put together because it is mostly music with very few bits of
unsung dialogue. It is also a
very big show in every sense of
the word - a large cast, many
costumes and colorful sets.
"Seussical Jr." has a cast of
about 44 children, with half of
them being the main performers
and half of them being peer
mentors.
Holly Bloodworth is directing

free dictionanes for all fourth
graders in the community.
What are the greatest financial needs of the Rotary Club?
The Murray Rotary Club has
identified completing the
Rotary Amphitheater in the
Murray-Calloway County Park
as its top project for 2015-16.
The estimated cost for a roof
along with restrooms on site is
5150,000.
Why is it important for
Rotary Club to have an
endowment with MCCCF?
The legacy of any organization is often related to its financial impact on the community.
Programs that become meaningful and important need to be
sustained and an endowment
ensures that projects can continue in the future.
How has the endowment
helped so far?
MCCCF is currently working
Rotary
the
local
with
Foundation for Children and
Families to manage funds for
their work. The growth of
endowed funds is essential to
the long-term survival of nonprofits in our community.
What future benefits will the

ebb receive from the endowment?
First, a sustained income
stream that will grow in value.
Secondly, a method for local
residents to invest in their community while realizing a tax
incentive. And,finally,a vehicle
Community
other
for
Foundation members from
around the nation to invest in
our community.
How can I contribute to an
endowment of my choice?
MCCCF has worked with
numerous individuals, families,.
businesses, churches and other
organizations to set-up new,
public endowments. In fact,
through December 2015, individuals and businesses that
establish or contribute to existing endowments will become
To
founders of MCCCF.
become a founding member,
individuals or couples must
only contribute $250 and businessPs must contribute $1,000.
The contribution to become a
founding member can be contributed over a two-year period.
To learn more about MCCCP
and how you can get involved,
visit mcccf.org or contact
Harold Hurt, President of
MCCCF, at 270-761-6880 or
any of the following board
members: Linda Avery: 270753-0060, Gary Brockway:
270-753-0503, Matt Hale: 270753-5411, Sarah Jones: 270227-8010, Brian Overbey: 270767-2000, Dick Weaver: 270753-2899, Zach Dunlap: 270816-3880.•

the Penguin Project for the second year. She said that in some
ways, it has been easier this
year. For example, becavse of
the number of artists involved
in last year's show, it was much
easier to get the cast together
for this year. In other ways, it
was more challenging,especially with "Seussical" featuring so
much music and so little unsung
dialogue. Playhouse also had
less assistance from Morgan
this year because he had faith in
the organization's ability to
carry the program on its own,
Bloodworth said. Although his
vote of confidence was reassuring, it was a little scary at first
to be going forward without
him,she said.
Cope said the recent construction of new restrooms at the
Playhouse made the rehearsals
a logistical challenge as well.
The cast had to meet at Murray
Elementary School for a few
weeks and only moved into
after
theater
Playhouse's
"Noises Off' closed at the end
of August. She said she and
Bloodworth were afraid moving
rehearsals to the performance
location so late in the process
would cause problems, but it
has gone well.
that
said
Bloodworth
"Seussical Jr." was a good
choice of material for the

Penguin Project.
"It's fun, it's colorful; it has
moments,"
great
really
has really
"It
said.
Bloodworth
your
using
about
great lessons
yourself
being
and
imagination
and being true to yourself. It's a
beautiful story, and the kids
have really worked hard to learn
all of the words and the movements, and.have dealt with a lot
or ghtnis in the way of the production (like construction). But
they have really triumphed with
a great show and great new
friendships."
Bloodworth said her experiences with the Penguin Project
over the last two summers have
taught her how to be a better
teacher and how to better meet
the needs of all students.
Project's
Penguin
The
"Seussical Jr." will run Sept.
11-20, with 7 p.m. shows on
Fridays and Saturdays and 2:30
p.m. shows on Sundays. Since
last year's performances of
"Annie Jr." sold out, Cope said
she expects "Seussical Jr." to do
the same. People planning to
attend the show are encouraged
at
tickets
purchase
to
www.playhouseinthepark.net or
call 270-759-1752. IN

Committee to take on achievement gap m Kentucky schools
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) — The Prichard
Committee for Academic Excellence is preparing
to take on the achievement gap in Kentucky
schools.
Executive Director-elect Brigitte Blom Ramsey
tells The Lexington Herald-Leader that the committee plans to organize a study group to look at
increasing achievement in the state and closing
the gaps between minority, disabled and poor students and other students.

Officials say co-chairs are being determined
now, and members who have expertise in closing
the achievement gap will be named soon.
The study group will be working through the
fall to analyze data, policy and practice.
Recommendations will be released in January.
State officials are also trying out a plan to lower
the achievement gap. starting in Fayette County
Public Schools, where they say the problem is
pronounced. III

PRINTING DEPARTMENT: This is a full time position. Prefer
,umeone with experience with an offset printing press but will train
the right person. This is a midnight shift. Must be Able to stand for long
periods of time, able to climb up and down ladders, able to lift up to
50 lbs.

POST-PRINTING DEPARTMENT: This is a part-time position with the-opportunity to grow into a full-time position. This is a
midnight shift. Must be able to stand for long periods of time, a
lift up to 25 lbs.
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Photo by Melony Morgan / Murray-Calloway County Hospital

From left are Melissa Lewis, LSW, JoAnna Thomas, activities director, Keith Travis, MCCH
vice president of Development, Dick Weaver, Whitney Villa, activity assistant, Erin Delancey,
SLP, and Missy Liles, activity assistant.
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AND 'THE BEST PART IS IT WAS WITNESSED: Professional golfer and

Murray State
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alum Patrick Newcomb, middle,
Penner
Jerry
hospital
and
CEO
Keith
left,
Travis,
Development
of
Vice
President
Hospital
Friday on the 11th green during the fifth annual Murray-Calloway Endowment for Healthcare
Golf Classic at Murray Country Club. Newcomb had just registered his fourth-ever hole-in-one
at the par-3, 110-yard 11th hole with Penner serving as a witness.
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Endowment for Healthcare
recognizes donor Weaver,
Music Memory Program
Special to The Ledger
Murray-Calloway Endowment for
The
Healthcare was recently presented with a $5,000
donation from Dr. Dick Weaver in memory of his
wife, Dr. Jan Weaver. Jan was the first female
dean for the College of Education at Murray State
University, and a resident of Spring Creek
Healthcare who suffered with dementia and
passed away in 2009.
Dr. Weaver's donation will be used to support
the Dr. Jan Weaver Music and Memory program at
Spring Creek Health Care. This program supports
the training of five employees who have recently
completed their Music & Memory Training
Certification allowing them to work with dementia
and Alzheimer patients by providing high quality,
person-centered care through digital music technology. These employees will identify those residents who could benefit from the program and
work with them to provide !Pods with personalized playlists tailored for each one.
Dr. Weaver remembers his wife Jan, having a

connection to music and could sign along to the
lyrics, however, was unable to carry on a conversation. He feels like this is a program that will
really impact those residents allowing reinforcement for social adjustment and companionship
through music.
Spring Creek Health Case will be one of seven
facilities in Kentucky to be Music & Memory certified. The initiative started with Constance
Alexander who secured a grant for the
Endowment from the Kentucky Arts Council in a
program entitled "The Art of Caregiving". One of
the components was the presentation of the documentary film "Alive Inside"; after over 300 individuals watched the production, over $1,200 was
donated to begin this initiative.
For more information on the mission of the
Endowment or the Dr. Jan Weaver Music &
Memory Program at Spring Creek Health care,
visit www.MCCH.Endowment.org or call (270)
762-1908. III

Local 6 airs Telethon concert Nov. 14
Special to The Ledger
The 59th Annual Telethon of
Stars becomes "The Telethon of
Stars Celebration Concert," a
four-hour event,on Nov. 14 at the
Carson Center in Paducah. The
concert will air on WPSD Local 6
starting at 6:30 p.m., and streaming live on the Internet.
Headlining the concert will be
country music favorite Lee
Greenwood. Gospel music fans
can rejoice with "The Talleys".
And for some nostalgia, rock
along with "The Original Stars of
Rock & Roll", featuring Brian

Do you suffer from knee or hip pain? Stop hurting and
start moving with MAKOplasty® partial knee and total
hip replacement, available exclusively at Henry County
Medical Center.

Hyland, The Chiffons, Johnny 270-450-4444.
Tickets enable access to meet
Tillotson and Shirley Alston
Reeves - the Original Lead Singer all the stars after the concert and
of The Shirelles. There's even a also qualifies audience members
special tribute to Diamond Dave for a drawing for door prizes durSomerville - the Original Lead ing the concert. More importantly, each ticket purchased shows
singer of The Diamonds.
The public can also be part of support and care for those chilthis new event while showing dren and adults served by the censupport for children and adults ters in our four state area.
Then on Nov. 15, WPSD will
with special needs. Reserved seat
tickets are on sale now with air a pre-taped, two-hour Gospel
prices ranging from $15 to $75. Music Concert starting at 6 a.m.
Purchase tickets at www.thecar- The tradition continues featuring
soncenter.org, at the Carson outstanding gospel talent from
Center Box Office or by calling throughout the region.•
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CMG,Mir Orthormile

Friday, September 11, 2015 — 12:15 p.m.
Murray-Calloway Co.
Senior Citizen Center
Must RSVP to 731-644-3463 or
online at www.hcmc-tn.org
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Surgeons perform MAKOplasty with a robotic arm system
for accurate implant placement customized just for you.
For a good outcome you need to align and position the
implants just right. Compared with conventional partial
knee and total hip procedures, MAKOplasty® offers
increased accuracy to optimize surgical results. As a result,
the procedure reduces potential for complications and
enhances your return to daily activities
To learn more about this new technology, sign up to attend this
information session presentd by Blake Chandler, MD,Orthopedic
Surgeon with West TN Bone & Joint:
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Thank you to all who boughta mowerIn the month ofAugustduring our
3rd annualfundraising drive to support Main Street Youth Center.
With your help, we raised $1,025,our largest total to date.
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AirEvac Lifeteam celebrates 30th year of service
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AirEvac Lifeteam crew in front of one of its helicopters.
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Special to the Lodger
In August,Air Evac Lifeteam celebrates 30 years
of providing access to definitive haddicare for
thousands of malically undasaved people. The
company began in West Plains, Mo.,on August 1,
1985, with one helicopter and a daam to provide
air medical service to citizens in the smidi southern
Missouri community. Today, Air Evac Lifetaim
has more than 115 air medical bases across 15
states, and is the nation's largest independently
owned and operated air medical provider.
Air Evac Lifeteam President Seth Myers said the

company's model was very different from other air
medical providers.
flue foundas wanted to put a helicopter where
it was needed moat-in a rural community," Myers
said. "At the time, nearly all of the medical helicopters were based at receiving medical amen in
cities. In 1985, a community-based air medical
service was unheard of. After 30 years, we are still
a community-based air medical service,and it is a
compliment that a majority of the industry has
changed its model to be community-based, too. I
am extremely proud to represent this company and

the people who have made it what it is today."
Air Evac Lifeteam serves as the critical link to
improved response time and immediate access to
medical care facilities for numerous medically
underserved communities. An Air Evac Lifeteam
crew is on call 24 hours a day,seven days a week,
standing tatty to deliver the care needed at the
scene of an accident or medical emergency. Crews
include a pilot, a flight nurse and a flight paramedic.
For more information about Air Evac Lifeteam,
like won Facebook or visit Lifetaannet.

It's a Bright Beginnings Baby Fair
comes to Paris hospital Sept. 26
Special to the Ledger
Whether you're thinking about having a baby, or are already
expecting, HCMC Women's Center "It's a Bright Beginnings Baby
Fair" will have something for you!
Join us for our "It's a Bright Beginnings Baby Fair" set for
Saturday, September 26 from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Expecting and soonto-be expecting parents, grandparents, siblings, and other family
members are welcome to visit the various baby-related vendors at
the event.
Also, information will be available on giving birth at HCMC as
well as childbirth classes and pain management options.
Information on HCMC's breastfeeding class will also be available.
There will be a tour of the Women's Center to those interested as
well as door prizes, give-aways, games,and much more. Each family will receive a goodie bag and can enjoy refreshments at the
event.
The OB/GYN Physicians and Pediatricians who practice at
HCMC will be on hand to answer questions as well.
If you are inte,rested in being a vendor at this exciting new event,
contact Tory Daughrity at 731-644-8266. Deadline for participation
is Tuesday, September 15.
Join us for this great event to learn more about giving birth at
HCMC and the options available.
To learn more about the event, call our Find Line at 731-644-3463
or go to our website at wv.'w.hcmc-tn.org.
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BHP heart attack treatment
recognized by ACA again
Special to the Ledger
Heart attack treatment at Baptist Health Paducah was recently recognized among the nation's best by the American College of
Cardiology for the third year.
Baptist Health is one of only 391 hospitals nationwide to receive
the NCDR® (National Cardiovascular Data Registry) ACTION
Registry®—Get With the GuidelinesTM Platinum Performance
Achievement Award. The award recognizes the hospital's commitment and success in implementing a higher standard of care for heart
attack patients as outlined by the American College of
Cardiology/American Heart Association clinical guidelines and reconunendations.
To receive the award, the hospital followed treatment guidelines
for eight consecutive quarters and met a performance standard of 90
percent for the treatment of heart attack patients.
For people suffering heart attacks, it means that Baptist Health
Paducah has a proven track record of prompt and appropriate treatment to save lives, said William A. Brown, president of Baptist
Health Paducah."This honor reflects the hard work and dedication
of the staff who care for some of our most seriously ill patients and
their families,- Brown said "The implementation of these guidelines
requires successful coordination of the cardiovascular team and
emergency personnel and is a critical step in saving the lives and
improving outcomes of heart attack patients."
Heart care at Baptist Health Paducah received previous Get with
the Guidelines recognitions in 2013 and 2012 for ensuring cardiac
arrest patients get timely CPR, defibrillation or other appropriate
treatment within minutes.•

RMHC donates to assist Camp Robin
Special to the Ledger
The Ronald McDonald House Charities(RMHC)ofTri-State have granted
$1975 to Lourdes Foundation's Hospice Fund,to benefit Camp Robin.
Camp Robin is an annual day camp hosted by Lourdes Hospital to assist
grieving children. Camp Robin's hope is to provide children with tools to learn
how to cope with losses of a loved one. Parents are also giving tools on how
to continue grief conversations at home.Camp Robin is open to children from
ages 1-17.
"Camp Robin has touched many children's lives over the past 11 years,"
says Shannah Poindexter, Lourdes Homecare & Hospice Community
Relationship Manager. "We have seen that positive impact in children who
have returned to Camp Robin as well as in those first time campers as they are
suirounded by other children who have experienced loss and are given the
understanding and tools to heal and move forward."
"Grief is a tough subject for everyone, but especially for children," says
Cathy Elliott,RMHC of Tri-State."The Ronald McDonald House Charities is
proud to help sponsor such an important event that helps young people and
their families cope with the many emotions involved with losing a loved one."
Camp Robin was named for a Landes Hospice patient who died in the fall
of 2005 at the age of 13. Donations to Lourdes Foundation improve the health
of the community by providing support for advanced technology and other
projects and services that enhance patient care. For mote information, please
contact Lourdes Foundation at 270-444-2353.•

Breast cancer survivor Tarnm , Jones

Breast cancer survivor Cindy Adams, RN, with granddaughter Madilyn Grace Br edow

Your daily votes can benefit the local American Cancer Society. When you
vote, you remind all the women in your life that the early detection of breast
cancer can save lives.
Women: Ask your doctor to schedule your mammogram today!
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BOYS SOCCER: CALLOWAY COUNTY 12, MAYFIELD 2

Wilhelm,Adams propel Lakers past Cardinals in rout
By BRYCE RUDD
Sports Reporter
Lakers head coach Alex Walandro
walked into the postgarne huddle with a
jovial grin spread across his face. Not
only did Calloway County shut down a
capable opponent, it shut down the
region's No. 1 nuisance.
Noel Roman of Mayfield may be the
scoring leader in Region I play thus far
with 26 goals this season, but the
Lakers made him nearly invisible at the
Jim Nix Soccer Complex on Tuesday
night.
Calloway County (6-2) bounced
back from two tough losses last week to
defeat Mayfield (4-5) 12-2 in a match
shortened the 10-goal mercy rule.
Brian Wilhelm led the Way with four

goals for the Lakers. Christian Adams
added a hat trick himself, but it was
Calloway County's relentless defense
on Roman and the rest of the Mayfield
High bunch that made the victory all
the more enticing.
"1 always tell my players this,'Take
care of the small things first,"
Walandro said. "If we do that, the rest
will take care of itself. We used what
we had tonight. We tried to use as much
speed as we could."
Wilhelm triggered the running style
for the Lakers just moments into the
match, beating his defender to the ball
in the second minute to knock in a twoyarder for an early 1-0 edge. The
Lakers were getting any look they
wanted at the goal. Adams delivered his
first goal in the 12th minute on a solid

left-side kick to up the lead to 2-0.
The Lakers continued their offensive
dominance in the first 20 minutes by
sharing the wealth. Ty Stom scored off
a header from the right side in the 18th
minute,establishing that three days rest
was exactly what Calloway County
needed.
Wilhelm came back two minutes
later and connected on a penalty kick
for a 4-0 lead. The match was physical
early, but the Lakers found a way to
somehow control every 50/50 ball that
came their way.
Wilhelm, less than a minute after his
second goal, secured his hat trick just
21 minutes into the contest for a 5-0
Lakers lead.
Goalkeeper Aaron Dawson swatted
away the few attempts the Cardinals

were afforded,finishing with five saves
in the first half.
Ty Davenport seized his scoring
opportunity in the 28th minute to make
it 6-0 Lakers and, all of a sudden, the
match had the potential of a mercy rule.
Mayfield goalkeeper Jared Green
sacrificed his position to chase a loose
ball in the 33rd minute, but Adams
made him pay. Scooting across the wide
open field, Adams kicked in his second
goal off a loose ball for a 7-0 lead.
Roman would not score until the
final moments of the half, when
Dawson was caught unaware defensively, to trim the deficit to 7-1 heading
into the break. But it far tob late for the
Cardinals to gain the ground they had
lost early-on.
"Shutting that player down in

Roman created less chances of scoring.
And less chances of assisting for someone else to score," Walandro said.
The second half was all Calloway
County, as many reserves had a chance
to showcase what they could do on the
field.
Mayfield improved its defensive line
early in the second half and scored in
the 44th minute, but Adams responded
all too quickly. His hat trick handed the
Lakers an 8-2 lead and Mayfield would
get no closer the rest of the game.
Wilhelm showcased his fourth goal
of the match moments later with a bank
sLot from the left post to make it 9-2.
About 17 minutes later, Davenport sent
III See Page 11A

PREP VOLLEYBALL: CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP 3, GALLOWAY COUNTY 0

SPORTS ROUNDUP

Lady Eagles sweep CCU

Tigers hold
off Vikings
for 2-1 win
in All-A

Nelson, Cima lead consistent attack against Lady Lakers
By JEFF ARD4Z
Sport Editor
DRAFFENVILLE
Calloway County showed
some rust as Christian
Fellowship recorded a threegame sweep (25-17, 25-14, 2512) of a Region 1 District 4
match Tuesday.
The Lady Lakers (4-6 overall, 0-3 district), who returned
from a four-day Labor Day
weekend layoff, dropped their
second straight contest, this
time to the Lady Eagles (4-4,
1-1). Murray High edged
County
Calloway
last
Thursday in five sets at Bob
Rogers Gymnasium.
"This match shows that we
need a lot of improvement,"
Calloway County head coach
Mary Price said. "I'm not sure
if we showed up ready to play.
After a long weekend, our
mental focus and communication was not there."
Led by hitters Emily Nelson
(12 kills) and Abigail Cima
(nine
kills),
Christian
Fellowship compiled a 31-17
advantage in kills. They were
helped by Karlee Phillips, who
had 25 of the Lady Eagles' 28
assists. The Lady Lakers could
only register eight assists.
Christian Fellowship coach
Suzie Burnett pointed to her
team's consistency as the reason Christian Fellowship held
the upper hand.
"We have really worked on
being consistent this year and,
a lot of times, that's makes for
the difference in a match"
Burnett said. "Emily and
Abigail stepped up with that
consistency (Tuesday night)."
Middle hitter Lily Lowe,
who was Catloway County's
main source of offense, topped
the Lady Lakers with five kills
and two blocks. Calle Hill
added eight assists.
Calloway County enjoyed
early leads in all three games,
but could not find ways to
extend its advantages.
Chaney Hill's ace handed
CCHS a 6-1 lead before the
Lady Lakers struggled to maintain a 10-7 edge in Game 1. An
ace from Carley Alexandei

Game 2 after a Cima kill gave
Christian Fellowship a sideout
and Abbie Fletcher ended the
set with a kill.
The Lady Lakers led 4-1 in
Game 3 after back-to-back
kills from Lowe and Lauren
Wagner. That lead didn't last
after Cima struck consecutive
aces for a 5-4 Lady Eagles
edge.
Calloway County trimmed
its deficit to 7-6 in the final
game on a kill from Jacie
Spann. But Nelson took over
the match with a kill and an ace
as Christian Fellowship went
on a 6-1 run for a 13-7 margin.
The Lady Eagles scored 18 of
the final 23 points to seal their
victory.
Even though the Lady
Eagles won in a sweep,Burnett
said Region 1 District 4 is
extremely competitive.
"I know how evenly
matched the teams are in this
district. It might be the toughest in the state," Burnett said.
Price knows her players
have the chance to bounce
back with a non-district match
later this week.
"With the weekend over,
our players can settle back into
their regular routine and come
out with better energy in front
of our fans at home Thursday,"
Price said.
The Lady Lakers host
Paducah Tilghman at 7 p.m.
Thursday.•
CFHS 25-25-25,
CCHS 17-14-12
JEFF ARENZ / Ledger & Times

ABOVE: Calloway County's Jacie Spann attempts to block the hit of Christian Fellowship's
Emily Nelson during a Region 1 District 4 match Thursday in Draffenville. BELOW: The Lady
Lakers come together for positive encouragement against the Lady Eagles.
gave the Lady Eagles a 12-11
advantage, but a net violation
trimmed
Christian
Fellowship's lead to 15-14.
A 10-3 run by the Lady
Eagles included kills from
Nelson and Cima and an ace
from Nelson to secure the firstgame victory.
Despite a 5-4 lead in the
game, Calloway
second
County's unforced errors led to
10 Christian Fellowship points.
The Lady Eagles claimed

At Christian Fellowship High School,
Drattenvill•
KILLS — Calloway County 17 (Lily
Lowe 5, Jade Spann 4, Calle Hill 3,
Lauren Wagner 2, Lindsey Wagner, Lexie
Lamb, Chaney Hill): Christian Fellowship
31 (Emily Nelson 12, Abigail Cima 9,
Bekah Muller 4. Maggie Wagner 4, Abbie
Fletcher 2) BLOCKS — Calloway County
2 (Lily Lowe 2), Chns-tian Fellowship 3
(Emily Nelson 2, Abigail Cima). ASSISTS
— Calloway County 8 (Calle Hill 8,
Kendra Connell 2): Christian Fellowship
28 (Karlee Phillips 25, Abbie Fletcher,
Emily Nelson, Emma Alexander). ACES
— Calloway County 3 (Lexie Lamb 2,
Chaney Hill); Christian Fellowship 9
(Emily Nelson 4, Abigail Cima 3, Bekah
Muller, Carley Alexander) DIGS —
Calloway County 24 (Lexie Lamb 9, Calte
Hill 7, Chaney Hill 4, Kendra Connell 2,
Lauren Wagner, Lindsey Wagner),
Christian Fellowship 28 (Emily Nelson 9,
Abbie Fletcher 8. Emma Alexander 5,
Carley Alexander 3, Abigail Cima, Karlee
Phillips, Maggie Wagner).

Staff Reports
PADUCAH — The Murray:
High Tigers withstood a firsthalf stalemate against the St.
Mary Vikings post a 2-1 victory .
in an All-A Classic match
Tuesday night.
Gustavo Leon led the Tigers
with two goals and helped
Murray High (4-4-0) to its third
straight win after losing its previous four matches.
The Tigers settled down in
the second half, got the ball
across, kept it wide and produced several great opportunities for themselves, resulting in
a win.
After a scoreless 57 minutes
of play, Leon connected for the
first goal of the match off a Zac
Mathis assist in the 58th minute.
Tanner Sanders responded for
St. Mary, tying the game just
three minutes later as he ripped
the ball past a loose defense.
It would be Leon, though,
who would have the final say.
He made the play by himself,
scoring the match-winner in the
70th minute for Murray High.
The Tigers travel to Graves
County to take on the Region 1leading Eagles (7-0-0).
GIRLS SOCCER
Merray High 13, St Mary 0
PADUCAH — The No. 20ranked Murray High Lady
Tigers made short work of the
St. Mary Lady Vikings on
Tuesday, outscoring them 13-0
in the first half of an All-A
Classic match.
Murray High (9-1-0) got five
goals from Alex and Taylor
Pologruto en route to a shutout.
Seven different players were
responsible for the 13 goals.
Olivia Butterworth scored the
first tally of the match in the
fifth minute for the Lady Tigers
on the assist from Kennedy
Jones. Liz Armstrong assisted
both Taylor Pologruto and Lydia
Grogan five minutes later for a
3-0 lead.
Alex Pologruto scored in the
14th
minute
off Taylor
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GIRLS SOCCER GALLOWAY COUNTY 10, MAYFIELD 0

Lady Cardinals no match for Lady Lakers' offense
By BFtYCE RUDD
Sports Reporter

gas pedal in the first half and, by the
start of the second half, the match was
over.

Lady Lakers head coach Jeremy
Stom kept reiterating the importance of
defense to his team before they took the
field at Jim Nix Soccer Complex
against the Mayfield Lady Cardinals on
Tuesday.
As important as it was in the
Bowling Green Purples Classic matches on Saturday, it was all offense for
Calloway County this time out. The
Lady Lakers dominated the Lady
Cardinals en route to a mercy rule victory 10-0.
Calloway County kept flooring the

"We want to continue to play our
game, no matter what opponent we are
facing. We can't start developing bad
habits," Stom said. "We have to continue to force our game and make it work
while we're on the field."
Nine of the 10 goals came in the first
30 minutes for the Lady Lakers, who
never seemed to let up once the they
started to click.
Maddie Balmer began the scoring
outburst for Calloway County, scoring
her first of three goals on the evening
just four minutes into the game. Two

minutes later, Mickenna Butterworth ter, the Mayfield Lady Cardinals were
doubled the dosage, scoring for a 2-0 shorthanded from the start. Mayfield
lead.
had several injuries throughout the
Balmer capped off her hat trick with course of the first half and could never
the next two goals,including a rocket in establish an identity to sustain the conthe 16th minute and on a feed from test.
Elizabeth Mcclain in the 19th minute.
"It was hot out here when the game
Balmer's last shot would start a rally for started. We were fortunate to have
the Lady Lakers, scoring four goals in enough players to rest them and sub
four minutes. Emma Gallimore tallied them in-and-out. It was unfortunate for
her only score of the match in the 20th Mayfield to not have as many players to
minute for a 5-0 lead. Kirsten Houston field," Stem said.
also tallied a goal in the 21st minute,
Kallie Garrison converted a goal in
before assisting Reagan Pittenger in the the 26th minute for a convincing 8-0
22nd minute to extend the Lady Laker lead, but the Lady takers weren't done
command to 7-0.
putting on an offensive clinic just yet.
With only 12 girls to field on the ros- Mallory Hlava capped off a 9-0 margin

t.

in just the 31st minute of action.
Calloway County (34-0) saw 27
shots on-goal in the first half alone and
Mayfield (0-6-1) only saw three shot
attempts in the first half. The Lady
Cardinal would not have another in the
second half.
Calloway County dominated play in
the early minutes by controlling the
ball, setting up for the killing stroke.
Lauren Eastwood sliced her way inside,
unassisted,securing her lone goal of the
mtach and a 10-0 mercy rule for the
Lady Lakers.
Stom said, despite an offensive out-
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Wacha makes early exit, Cubs top Cardinals
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HOME• AUTO • LIFE
AREA SCHEDULE
Todey's Gems*
No games scheduled
Thursday's Games
PREP BOYS AND GIRLS GOLF
Calloway County, Livingston Central at
uturay High, at Murray Country Club,
4 p.m
PREP BOYS SOCCER
Murray High at Graves County, All-A
Classic, 715 p.m
PREP GIRLS SOCCER
Murray High at Graves County. ALA
Classic, 530 p.m
Hopionsvtlle at Calloway Co.. 715 p.m.
PREP VOLLEYBALL
Paducah Tilghman at Calloway County,
7p.m
Friday's Games
PREP FOOTBALL
Marshall County at Calloway County,
7 p.m.
Hopkinsville at Murray High, 7 p.m
NCAA WOMEN'S SOCCER
Louisiana Tech at Murray State, 3 pm
NCA.A VOLLEYBALL
Holiday Inn Classic- Murray State vs.
indiana/Purdue-Fort Wayne. 3 p

SPORTS ON

TV
Today's Games
MLB
12:30 p.m.
MLB
Chicago
Cubs at St Louis
—
FSM,
8 p.m.
ESPN — NY Mets at Washington
9 p.m.
ESPN — L A Dodgers at L A Angels
TENNIS
10 a.m.
ESPN — Women's and Men's quarterfinals, at Flushing, NY

7 p.m.
ESPN2 — Men's quarterfinals at
Flushing N
Thursday's Games
AUTO RACING
1:30 p.m.
NBCSN — NASCAR XRNITY Sense.
practice, at Richmond, Vs
4 p.m.
NBCSN — NASCAR XFINITY Series,
practice at Richmond, Va
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
820 p.m.
ESPNU — Southern U vs MVSU
7 p.m.
FS1 — Louisiana Tech at Western
Kentucky
GOLF
4 a.m.
GOLF — LPGA Tour Gott Evian
Championship first-round, at Evian-lesBans. France
8:30 a.m.
GOLF — LPGA Tour Golf, Evian
Championship, first-round at Evian-lesBans, France
2 p.m.
GOLF — Web corn Tour, Hotel Frames
Championship, first-round, Fort Wayne.
Ind
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
6 p.m.
FSM — St Louis at Cincinnat
MLB — Regional coverage, Toronto at
N.Y. Yankees or Milwaukee at Prttsburgh
NFL
7:30 p.m.
NBC — Pittsburgh at New England
TENNIS
8 p.m.
ESPN — Women's semifinals, at
Flushing N Y

•Lady Tigers...
From Page 10A
his second goal into the back of
the net off another penalty kick
for a 10-2 lead.
With just eight minutes
remaining in the match, the
Lakers looked as if their scoring
had come to an end. Their passive aggressive approach in the
waning moments signaled that
Calloway County might just let
the rest of the clock run out.
Then, Thomas Salas happened. Salas, an exchanged student from Venezuela scored off
a rebound from Cameron
Burkeen in the 76th minute.
Salas complimented it with
another goal, unassisted, less
than a minute later to seal a 12-2
victory in the 78th minute.
"We might have needed a few
days off to get our legs back
after those losses," Walandro
said. "It was important, though,
because they did look sluggish

against Hopkinsville in that second half. We deserved this one
after the tough couple of losses
that they had last week."
After five days off, the
Lakers were able to snap their
two game skid in convincing
fashion, pulling off their first
mercy-rule match since 2011,
when they defeated Mayfield
11-1.
Walandro, aware of the
Murray High rematch looming
Saturday, didn't spend much
time in celebration.
"We have to look at the next
matchup and maybe plug players in different positions to make
adjustments. Our job is to make
them worry about us, not worry
about them," he said of the
Tigers.
The Lakers await a home
match with the Tigers at 7 p.m.
Saturday at Jim Nix Soccer
Complex. II

NI Lady Tigers...

earlier, the 24-year-old righthander got pushed back and
ST. LOUIS — For the sec- then pummeled.
ond straight game, a St. Louis
"I wouldn't put much into
Cardinals starting pitcher was it," Wacha said.
was still
rocked after getting extra rest. throwing bullpens in between
Manager
Mike
Matheny and keeping the same kind of
remains hopeful it will pay off routine as if I was starting."
in the long run for Michael
Lynn, held back three days
Wacha.
by a sprained ankle he claimed
"We've got to do what we felt fine, was spanked for six
think is right," Matheny said runs in 2 1-3 innings in a 9-0
after Wactia's shortest start of loss on Monday.
the season in an 8-5 loss to the
Wacha had been 4-0 with a
Chicago Cubs on Tuesday 1.70 ERA in six career
night. "Sometimes you get September starts.
immediate return and some"Everything felt really
times it's delayed, and you good," Wacha said. "Just timstick with what's right regard- ing, really. Left a lot of balls up
less."
in the zone."
Matheny added: "Michael
Starlin Castro and Anthony
wasn't far off from being really Rizzo hornered and combined
good."
for seven RBIs as the Cubs
Wacha (15-5) gave up six won their fifth straight.
runs in four innings on 10 days'
The Cardinals have the best
rest. Like Lance Lynn a day record in the majors at 87-51,

but have dropped five of six.
Their lead over Pittsburgh in
the NL Central slipped to 4 1-2
games. The Cubs are 6 1-2
back and are second in the NL
wild card race behind the
Pirates.
"Playing against those
teams, they're always tough,"
said Jason Heyward, who
walked twice. "We're going to
beat up on each other, that's
just part of it."
St. Louis was down 8-0 and
had been outscored 24-1 over
three games before pinch-hitter
Randal Grichuk sparked a fiverun seventh. with a two-run
homer estimated at 451 feet
into Big Mac Land. Grichuk
was activated from the disabled
list strictly to pinch-run on
Monday. He lobbied successfully to be considered at the
plate after taking batting practice for the first time.

"I hadn't swung in three or 3
1-2 weeks, so yeah I was a little worried about it," Grichuk
said. "I wanted to get out there
and help the team win."
Grichuk got a second at-bat
in the seventh,striking out with
the bases loaded against Pedro
Strop.
"It's very rare to do that,"
Grichuk said. "I kind of saw it
getting closer and closer and I
was pretty shocked I might get
a second at-bat."
Rookie Stephen Piscotty
had two hits and two RBIs for
St. Louis.
"The seventh was good, it
was fun to watch," Matheny
said. "It was a real impressive
job of our guys staying with it."
(8-6)
Jason
Hammel
allowed three runs in six-plus
innings for Chicago and Hector
Rondon earned his 27th save in
31 chances. 111

McDowell and Grace Campbell (158) and the Marshals (135).
From Page 10A
Quinn Eaton of Marshall
Pologruto's set up for a 4-0 tied for medalist honors with a
lead. Taylor Pologruto scored 39. Alyssa Brunston and County was the medalist, finishoff Butterworth's assist in the Delaney Welsh each carded a 42, ing with a 32.
Tanner Hicks led the Lakers
15th minute for a 5-0 advan- Mary Browder-Howell recorded
tage. Alex Pologruto scored a 50, Melody Sheets penciled in with a 36, Garrison Capps cardthe next two goals four min- a 51 and Abbi Waltmon, along ed a 39, Connor Steele turned in
utes apart, both assisted by with Jana Forgey, reported a 54. a 45 and, both Cade Butler and
The Tigers looked sharp in Clayton Bobo reported a 46 for
Armstrong.
their
match against Livingston Calloway County.
Parker Greer punched
The Lady Lakers, Lady
home her first goal of the County, winning the match 161County
did
not
190.
McCracken
Eagles
and Lady Marshals did
match in the 24th minute for
match. not have enough to field a comfield
a
boys
team
for
the
a sizable 8-0 lead. Greer
James Boone was the medal- plete team, but each squad fieldscored again in the 30th
ist for Murray High, carding a ed two competitors.
minute, just after Ryan
38. Bryant Foster, Brogan Welsh
Nicole Taylor of Graves
Nieson's goal, putting the
and Nathan Waltmon all report- County earned medalist honors,
match
in
hand
10-0.
ed a 41. Zach Menet penciled in carding a 35.
Butterworth finished off her
a 45,Sam Super shot a 50,Blake
The Lady Lakers were led by
second goal unassisted in the
Newsome finished with a 59 and Earlena Sheets (36) and Claire
30th minute and Ann Taylor
Jack Epperson rounded out the Contri (39), combining for lowchipped in the last two goals
est scores by a duo.
Tigers with a61.
for the Lady Tigers in the
The Tigers and Lady Tigers
The Lakers and Lady Lakers
closing moments of the first play at Murray Country Club on await Murray High and
half.
Thursday, taking on Calloway Livingston Central for a trianguThe Lady Tigers look for County and Livingston Central. lar match at the Murray Country
their seventh straight victory
Club at 4 p.m. Thursday.
Calloway County Triangular
when they visit the Graves
GIRLS GOLF
County Lady Eagles (4-1) on
The Callowax County La)cets_ Marshall County hwttational
Thursday.
fell short against Marshall
CULVERT CITY — Murray
County and Graves County at
BOYS AND GIRLS GOLF
the Mayfield Country Club on High placed three golfers within
Murray High Dual
the top nine individual scores as
Thursday afternoon.
The Murray High Tigers
The Lakers (166) finished in the Lady Tigers won the
and Lady Tigers took care of third place, behind the Eagles Marshall County Invitational on
their home course on
Tuesday at Okas Country
Club, defeating Livingston
County and McCracken
County.
The girls finished with an
overall score of 162 to defeat
McCracken County (176).
Livingston County did not
have enough to field a girls
team.
The Lady Tigers' Sarah

Saturday at Calvert City Country
Club.
Murray High finished three
stokes ahead of Hopkinsville
328-331, while Marshall County
(348),
Madisonville-North
Hopkins (352), McCracken
County (371), Graves County
(397) and Owensboro(426) also
had teams in the field.
The Lady Tigers' Sarah
McDowell tied MadisonvilleNorth Hopkins' Shelby Darnell
for seventh place with identical
78s. Murray High's Grace
Campbell and Delany Welsh
ended up in a three-way deadlock with Muhlenberg County's
Carlee Shoemaker after the trio
carded 80s.
Alyssa Brunston shot a 90 for
25th and Abbi Walton had a 95
for 29th for the Lady Tigers.
Trigg County's Alex Ethridge
also generated a 95.
Calloway County's Earlena
Sheets
tied
Owensboro's
Ke'Asha Phillips for the runnerup spot. Both golfers turned in
73. Marshall County's Bailey
Tyree authored a 72 to win the
individual championship.
The Lady Lakers' Claire
Contri registered a 93 to finish
27th. O

III Sports Roundup...

Calloway County hosts
From Page 10A
burst, the Lady Lakers defense Hopkinsville at 7 p.m. Thursday
was to be commended for a vast in the second game of their current three-match homestand. 111
improvement.
"We worked on defense a lot
at practice last week and this
past weekend at Bowling Green,
making sure we understood how
to defend properly. It carried
over (to Tuesday night) and we
just hope it carries over to
Hopkinsville and Murray," he
Midwest Promotions, LLC Presents...
said.
Stom said most of Calloway
County's losses have a similariSept. 12,2015•9am-5pm
ty.
"I was looking at our record
Sept. 13,2015•9am-4pm
before the game. We were 2-4
Trader's Mall just off1-24 Exit 16
heading into this. It's hard to
6900 Benton Rd.• Paducah, KY 42003
believe that three out of our four
losses are against Top 25 teams.
Admission:$6(kids 12 and under FREE)
Hopefully, this one got us back
Space available: 8 It. space $48(table furnished)
on track and we're looking forwww.midwestprogunshow.com
bring
what
we
ward to seeing
Office' 270 521 6959 Cell(Robert): 270 724 1684
out on Thursday."

GUN & KNIFE SHOW IN PADUCAH,KY!

Easy-To-Handle Design At
Easy-To-Handle Prices
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Interest tor 48
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TimeCutter SS

Starting at
2499
• 3-in-a cutting system
• Automatic braking system
• Exclusive Smart Speed
Control
• Powerful Kohler or
Kawasaki engines
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Prizes for Men & Women's Divisions
Four Person Scramble

Entry Fee: $200.00 per team
Shotgun Tee Off at 1:00 p.m.
Lunch at Noon • Door Prizes
Long Drive and Closest to Pin Competitions
and More!
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se was a non,promobonal
r than the minimuM payment that would be rered
newt highest whole dollar and may be h
For new agccisanty Psedsoole Are 23
23999¼ minimum Monthly
purchase. Regular accountermr= o nori-promodonal purchases.
I should see their c recit card agreement for their applicable terms. Sublect to credit approval.
Char9t is `1 Existing <at

options
Sae deaer or tom corn (tom GI lark...WW1 resident')for warranty details Product inviability, pfliJsg It wax* promotions /We sublect to dealer

Contact Person:(Name)
(Phone Number
en's Division
Amount Enclosed

Women's Division
Team Name:

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO:
Need Line,509 N.8th St., Murray, KY 42071
QUESTIONS: Contact Need Line (270) 753-6333
or James Weatherly at(270) 227-5890
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Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager
for all your
classified needs

$8.50 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(An 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

Murray Ledger & Times
Circulation Manager

SA 75 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
1.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

for all your
Circulation needs

ale Call(270) 753-1916, email classified@murrayledger.corn or stop
ffice at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.• Fax:(270)753-1927

PRACTICAL Dental
Assistant Training
Registration is now
open! First class is
Sept 12th.This training
course is held on
Saturdays for 11 weeks
allowing you to keep
your present iota while
you gain skillsfor a
rewarding career in the
dental field.Information
on the class, financing
options and registration
forms available online
a
W1WI.srniiepaducan .corn
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

SCHWERMAN
Trucking Company is
looking for Class "A'
Liquid Drivers for our
Calvert City, KY terminal. —35,000 Sign On
Bonus through 30
September 15'" .48
loaded/.40 unloaded.
7-10 days out then 2-3
days home. Must have
Class
CDL. Medical
benefits (Start after 30
days) from
$38$104Aveek. Tank and
HAZMAT
endorsements required. No liquid experience necessary. Call Brian at BOOS 0 7 - 8 8 4 8 .
www.tankstar com

Administrative Assistant
Looking for individual to work closely with a
Financial Representative of a financial firm in
Murray.
Responsibilities include: servicing clients,
office organization, and clerical duties.
Job requirements include: Proven competency
in grammar, spelling, and proofreading, excellent
written and verbal skills, and Microsoft Worst/Excel
experience. Professionalism important.
Competitive financial package
Send resume to: PO. Box 1040 K
Murray, KY 42071

Full-time Job vacancies

TECHNOLOGY
Company seeking fulltime
bookkeeper
responsible for maintaining records of financial transactions; posting
transactions.
Experience in Accounts
receivable/payable and
data entry. Salary
based on experience.
Send
resume
to
jobs di taplogic.com

at Murray Campus

Equipment Operator $7.67/hr
Sanitation Equipment Assistant $7.54/hr
Apply online & view additional details at

www murraystateloos COM
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.

State University IS an equal education arid
employment opportunity, M/F1D. AA employer.

Murray

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Thursday, Sept. 10, 2015:
This year Lady Luck rides on
your shoulder. Nevertheless,
you will want to keep a low profile, as you will feel more comfortable. Whatever you plan
seems to fall into place. If you
are single, you might meet
someone quite exotic who is not
as authentic as you would like.
Be clear about the qualities you
seek in a partner. If you are
attached, the two of you will
want to share a lot of alone time
together. You'll enrich your bond
as a result, and become much
more intimate than in the past.
LEO knows how vulnerable you
are.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** You might be bombarded by a call in the morning from
someone who wants to use you
as a sounding board. You won't
mind, but you could get thrown
off by the conversation and lose
your sense of time. Consider
taking a shortcut. Tonight: Get
into weekend mode.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You know better than to
spread yourself too thin. Slow
down and prioritize. Be caring
with those in your immediate
environment. Cancel an outside
need
be.
commitment if
Consolidate rather than fragment. Tonight: Consider what
you would like to do this coming
weekend.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You might be so busy
on the phone that you could
miss what is going on around
you. Remember to make some
time for yourself. A friend or coworker could surprise you with
his or her response. Stay levelforthcoming.
Be
headed.
Tonight: At your favorite spot.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** What is happening
around you allows you to step
back and consider what you
would do in the same situation.
A friend or relative does the
unexpected and throws you into
some chaos. Hang in there, and
know that everything will work
out. Tonight: Do some shopping.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You are firing on all
cylinders. Even if you run into a
problem or an angry person, you
will find the right words to allow
everyone to move on. A loved
one at a distance finds you to be
unusually attractive, and will let
you know that as well. Tonight:
Be physical.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Deal with someone
directly and with kindness. You

might not want to be visible at
the moment, and could choose
to play it low-key. Understand
that you will be missed! Use this
day for yourself, and get some
much-needed R and R. Tonight:
Continue the vanishing act.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Others might be more
provocative than you would like,
but you'll have little choice
except to deal with them. You
have at least one friend from
whom you never know what to

expect. Keep your goals in mind,
and you can't go wrong. Tonight:
You will be missed if you stay
home.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Once more, you seem to
end up accepting all the responsibilities of others. You might
want to consider stopping this
habit -- it is not good for your
well-being. An older friend or relative will let you know how much
you are appreciated. Tonight:
Leader of the gang.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** You understand all the
different energies that are
swirling around you through others. On some level, you will find
it very amusing; however, you'll
prefer to stay out of a problem
rather than hop in the middle of
it. Tonight: Say 'yes" to a weekend getaway!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** You will be in the mood to
let others deal with the details of

a certain situation rather than
handling them yourself. You
could feel as if you have not had
enough time to get into a social
mode yet. Others seem to be
only too pleased to pitch in.
Tonight: Surpnses await you!
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Others go out of their
way to get you going, and will
encourage you to join in. You
have a unique ability to make
people feel appreciated. Many
people might be seeking you out

sc
Drivers:
Immediate Dedicated
Openingsi
100% PAID Health,
Dental' Excellent Pay.
Benefit Packagel
lyr Class-A
's..4
,
- e1

vel-laz-Tank End
Ask about our many
bonuses1

PROFESSIONAL OTR
truck drivers. Must
have one year OTR
expenence, be at least
23 years old, and have
a clean MVR. Steady
year round work. Home
most
weekends.
Drivers are paid on all
miles,
dispatched
loaded or empty.
Contact Shawn at Elite
Trucking Services from
8-5. (270)382-3940.

for that reason as well. Throw
yourself into the moment.
Tonight: What is stopping you?
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Ideas and suggestions
simply fly right out of your
mouth. You might be surprised
by everything that is happening
around you. Be willing to go 100
percent in whatever you do. You
will have nothing to worry about
then! Tonight: Get some sleep
while you can,

Send a

THANK YOU
John & Mary Smith

On what would have been your 60th
anniversary, and every day, we cherish
our memories of you.

To everyone who attended and/or contributed to
the recent Benefit for the Carter Family:
Your support and generosity is appreciated more than you
can ever know. Thank you from the bottom of our hearts.
The Carter Family

Even though five years have gone by, you are still
remembered - because we still love you and miss you.
Sadly missed by your children

Love, Steve and Joan

$49
Add color & picture for $10
$79
Add color & picture for $20

120 words or 70 words with picture
(2x5 ad size)

THANK YOU
or
MEMORIA
in the

Murray
Ledger &
Times

Murray I
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ATTENTION LPNs1
Murray Calloway County Hospital seeks
Licensed Practical Nurses for the
following career opportunrties at our Skilled
Nursing Facility - Spnng Creek Health Care
PRN (as needed) opportunities:
$20/hour
(daystaft, 2nd shift, and 3rd shift available)
Full-time opportunities:
Mon-Fn 11p-la
Mon-Fn 39-llp
7p-7a Weekends (Nice Weekend Differential)
Apply today at were murrayhospitatorg
Questions?
Contact Stephanie Nutter-Osborne,
HR Rep/Recruiter at 270-762-1906 or
sdosbome@murrayhospital.org

I • --•-1

COMPLETE CARE
J&L RENTALS
• PROPERTIES, LLC
MLN1-STORAGE
I MOWING SERVICE I
720 S. 4T11 ST.
BRUSH CLEAN-UP •
TRACTOR WORK I
•
Corner of Ill S. it Giesdale,
-Bush nog, dweirreq

I

grads- I
•
270-978-4135
L kentnehati Ora+ cot:

LOX 10's & 10x15's
(2701 436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage

.41/Aspects of
Remodeling
•Nome improvements
4iisih 8Mr/7w
Drywea, Painting,
The, Flooring Decks
iinsursirf•Sr: Discount
*free Estsnahos
gifeinter OfAngies Lit

140
Want to Buy
'ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 270753-3633

270-436-5959

2BR upstairs apartment with stove, fridge,
W/D
dishwasher,
No
pets.
hookup.
Deposrt and reference
270-753required.
8463

Articles
For Saie

2BR, 1BA duplex. 270753-0259

2 used 9x7 tan meta
garage doors with new
tracks $85 270-7531628
RECLINER, heat and
Excellent
massage.
condition. Under warrenty. 270-978-159.

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments

ALS 0(32111//.1 is JP equal

150

ia,pportsoun pular,

Articles
For Sale

414a

HARD wood slabs to
long
8-9f1
sale
loaded
$10/bundle
Minimum 12 bundles
270-853-994215

LARGE
SELECTION

DUPLEX for rent,
28R all appiances
included. Please call
270- 767-9948
Or
270-293-9474
NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
270-492included.
8211

USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

605 E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713

PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver. $40
Take home today!
180

Lim &Garden

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fhday.
Phone 270-759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

Houses For Rent
26R 1BA house on
St.
8th
South
Appliances ,car port.
$675 a month. 270759-5885 or 270-2937085

Brown dyed/Double-grou
Convenient in town location! Nice, Large, Duplex.
Hours:rues-F-118-4,Sat8-12 2BR, 1.5BA, large utili512 SC

Moyers Lawn

Care
Free Estimaes,
Mow- Trim- Edge
Spot Spray
Chemicals
270-970-9353

ty, with W/D, garage,
$725/mo. $725/dep
Lynn Grove 270-2271743

www.hillelectric.com

Camp Septic Cleaning of/hurray

BUSH Hogging

Residential & Commercial

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Tnmming
*Removal
•Stump Grinding

NICE 3BR, 1BA home,
1 mile 641 South, $695
rent, $695 deposit, 1
year lease. No pets. No
text please. 270-2276431 or 270-293-6156

THREE bedroom brick
home with attached
Free Estimates
carport located in city
school district with
270-293-5949
fenced backyard plus
extra detached garage.
No pets. Washer and
dryer and extra freezer
included. $1.000 per
••OWNER month plus deposit
FINANCED'' (270) 293-6999.
Mobile
Doublewide
Home with 1acre Land, Very nice 3BR home.
Updated New Paint, Appliances and carpets.
No
Dish Washer. 3Bed, port.
2Bath Garden Tub, References required.
Block Coleman RE 270-753&
Deck
$2500 9898
Foundation
Down $595 Mthly 110
Sundance Almo, KY.
Call Kathy 270-7532222.

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

MOBILE home for rent
Nice, 2BR. No pets!
270-753-9866

119 E Main
(270) 753-6266

NEW and used mobile
homes. Full line of
mobile home parts

Hours:
Mon, - Fn
8:00-400
Saturday,
8:00-12:00

cured
Schoulhou.

ommercial Prop.
For Sale
.5 Bass hunting &
ishing store. The trace,
Dover. Good reputation. Lot, building,
inventory, everything.
Owner retiring. Price
reduced.
931-2324432 or 931-232-9994

109-B N. 3rd Street
1.100 SQ. FT
(Formerly The Red
Bug-retail shop)

37,000 square foot
commericial building
for rent. $1.600 a
month. South 4th st.
Murray, KY. 270-7594979 or 270-293-0251
380
Pets & Supplies
Obedience.
DOG
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

2.6 Acres Lake Fron
on Cyrpress Creek.
4BR, 2BA with Full
Basement Like New
Condition. Stock 2.5
Car Garage. Carport.
&
Driveways
All
Walkways
Paved.
270-293$439,900
4602
460
Homes For Sale

Services Mewl

FRAME'S
TREE

weekly & special pickups

Well Drilling
WellPump Service
Residential &
Agriculture/
Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

IiII

-If you've got It, we east store If
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

270-753-2905

Over 28 Years
Experience
Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-27-1106
ALS114if§±SIESLNifiktd

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING

MITCHELL
BROS.

PAV/NG

40 yrs. experience

All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch

(270)759-0501

(270)293-8686

*Asphalt I!

•

*Seal coating & stnping
S.J.I property maintenance. Light handy
man work, indoor or
outdoor. Will do landscaping. Will never turn
down a job no matter
how big or small! Plus
we clean gutters and
pressure wash homes.
and driveways. We are
licensed and insured.
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562,
270-226-4504

6Q5SIZOOCIS
Aastascov
• Landscape design & maintenance
• Lawn care (mow,trim and leaf removal)
• Cleanup & outdoor projects

270-293-3406
460
Homes For Sale

Homes For Saie

•Licensed-Insured

Fn. 9 Lni.

Tuesday

Bon. lam.

$113,000080• UN 270-994-4826 or 615-975-0577
New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

Ask about our
Display ad Specials
for all your advertising
needs.

Carremsimosn,auic

We Finance

WWW.GECMURRAY.COM
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Home Delivery
6
1 yr.

I

Local Mall

$105.00 6
I yr. .....
All Other Mail
Subscriptions

Rest of KY/TN
(Puryear & BuLtt.utan

3 mo..----.540.00 3
$80.00 6
6 mo.
.$120.00 1 yr
1 yr...

4145.80
4

Money Order

Visa

hVC

I Name
St. Address
I City
Zip

State

Call
Nicki to
Place
Your
Home
ForSale

CAN'T lq
MY LIV1N
MY CAR.
I'M COMI
OVE0611
PROBLE/

I Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

For online subscriptions go to:
murrayiedger.com

SUDOKU

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers. The obfect is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty level
or the Conceptis Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday
By Dave Green

(270) 759-0890
IS
ASNIA
11•.1%1.1.,:-Seait
sit iping
1.11.1% I Dii I -Sand
If/\ 1 It %% IS
-19 1-4156

•Hendyrnan Services
*Yard Work
sPrsesure Washing
'Horns Repaint
Gary 270-227-0420

1

9

4

MOTOR SALES

USED TIRES

113 days
Today'

ling Cast
was born
In 17'

a pet
We will run an ad 1 day
for free
Call
753-1916
6 we'll be
glad to help

Concept s SudoKu

lados1r1aUtamaerdaU1osilsallal
Janes C. MUNI

270-753-4461

the 252nt
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1
1 Online or In Print '
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1 Ledger & Times for an 1
Wed.12
Friday
I
1
jour updates!
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Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC

hollanon ,)tr,r,„t, ,

By
Today

rows,'

Sonless Offered

Imam

HOLLAND

Toda

Mon.12

Wednesday

FOR SALE BY OWNERS

3,100 sq ft. on 1.75 acre lot. 3 bedroom,4 baths, large bonus room,
open floor plan, LR, dining area, kitchen with all appliances: over the stove
microwave, refrigerator, dishwasher, new paint, new countertops and
light fixtures, wood laminate floors, CH/A, washer & dryer, 3 car garage;
halfway between Murray and Mayfield.

753-1916
to place
your ad

Advertisers are requested to check the first
insertion of their ads for any error. Murray
Ledger & Times will be responsible for only
one incorrect insertion. Any error should be
reported immediately so corrections can be
made.

I Check

Spacious Country Living

the blaze.
Lad &
under tit
Buttenvoi
Butterwot
employs S
has been i
35 years.
Judy Jol
with Kot
closed $1

ADJUSTMENTS

Fri.10 tat

Smart Saver

$25,000 w

Let us help
you spread
the word Classifieds
work!
Call

AMERICAN FILIPINO
Housewife cleaning in
your home or commericial building available
4/days week. 25yrs
Experience at moping,
vaccuming, cleaning
windows. With references. Plus exterior
cleaning if needed.
Lisa 270-970-8762

DEADLINES
Monday

tobacco b
and causir
Owner Ki

2417 Surveillance•Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units
1112 Whitetail Ave.

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900N. 12th St.
Lights, Electncity, and 24/7 Surveillance

Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

Twenty
Member
Fire-Resci

MINI
STORAGE
t1111 I
11 Size Un

•L II

•locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation

ON BEA

GARLANiI
RENTAL

& DEBRIS REMOVAL

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
unk & tree work.

Public Salm

at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!

DRYWALL & painting:
no job too big or
small.Handyman services as welt Free estimates. Call Logan at
270-293-0404.

major brands
Licensed & Insured

270-753-8964

Call NICKI PEACH

SERVICE

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270)226-0194
Service on all

Retail or Office
Space

270-753-1916
• OMR,• 41==. • •111••• •

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

L

1-IA1 I.'S WASH
\L
MAN:1(A

Dean E Cherry. managing 0irector-270-978-9946

YOUR Al) CAN BE
HERE
CALL NICK1

Will Do Insurance Work
Visa 814,1.111e-era Accepted

•Insured

Calloway
and busine
Murray
Holland ar
this mornii
flight to
spend a c
FEMA ass
Urns near t
Kentuck:
pictured
Keneedi
Orleans, I
Camp WO
WJ. Car
Colonel in
Rc
with
Command,
American
Murray I
Chestnut
held for
Veterans
reside in d
end.

beamsSlab4louskins•MbissaAmpaillin

Water Damaged Fioors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

(270) 489-2839

County Pai
ing on the

IPANSWOR

David's Home
Improvement

•Firewood

half goal.
A group
Woods Rei

759-2500

inurrayeyeare_com

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner

3BR furnished lake
home. No pets.
References required.
$900/month Coleman
RE 270-753-9898

Lawn Service

280
*Ma Homes For Rent

remo •e
executive home in
Canterbury. Open floor
plan, hard wood and
tiled floors. Granite
counter tops. Double
patio. Large back yard.
Garage. 3BR, 2BA.
270$1600/month.
753-9404.

1BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Drhe
TOO 1-800-545-1833 ezt 283

KEY RECYCUNG
.1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

over Lyon
Soccer Co
Lady Lake

308 S. 12th
Murray

Dr. Kevin Adams
Eyeglasses
•Contacts
'Eye Disease

Thank you for your business!

040 S. 4th St &
Sunbury Cit.

1 OR 2br apts nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposi
270-753
required.
4109.

Eyecare Specialties

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running
autos, battenes, and all aluminum

Free Estimates
Call or Text
214-766-7989

lighting!
every unit, security
horning, newly

LOOKING for experienced team members
for a lawn and landscaping business Call
270-247-5320. Wesley
Gibbs for more information

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs -big or
small

-We sell boxesl
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

803 Poplar Street,
Murray, KY 42071
EOE

MESS Its SERVICE DIRECTOil

Hill Electric

753-9562

•Secunty alarme,1
•Sate & clean

'Rs year
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ior forwan
moves the
cog the U
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6

Answer to previous puzzle
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New wife's family affair
shouldn't remain a secret

Looking Back

ii

Ten years ago
Pictured is Calloway County Junior forward Kadyn Smith as she
moves the ball down the field during the Lady Lakers 3-1 victory
over Lyon County at the Jim Nix
Soccer Complex. Smith helped the
Lady Laker cause with a second
half goal.
A group of residents of Hickory
Woods Retirement Center are picthe
visiting
tured
Water's
Schoolhouse at Murray -Calloway
County Park with Bill Bailey speaking on the educational history of
Calloway County, culture, society
and business.
Murray Fire Department's Steve
Holland and Kenny Reynolds pose
this morning before departing for a
flight to Atlanta where they will
spend a day training to provide
FEMA assistance to hurncane victims near the Gulf Coast.
Kentucky Gov. Ernie Fletcher is
pictured holding 5-week old
Keneedi Madison Reese of New
Orleans, Louisiana, while visiting
Camp WOW in Murray.
W.J. Cannon, a retired Lieutenant
Colonel in the U.S. Air Force,along
with Ron Dickerson, VFW
Commander for Kentucky. salute an
American flag presented by the
Murray Police Department at
Chestnut Park. A ceremony was
held for the National Vietnam
Veterans Memorial replica that will
reside in the park through the weekend.
Twenty years ago
Members of the Calloway County
Fire-Rescue attempt to keep a
tobacco barn fire from spreading
and causing more damage in Almo.
Owner Kenn, Green said he lost
$25,000 worth of his best tobacco in
the blaze.
Lad & Lassie reopened Aug. I,
under the ownership of Nina
Butterworth. In addition to
Butterworth, the business also
employs Sara Harrell. The business
has been in operation in Murray for
35 years.
Judy Johnston, a broker associate
with Kopperud Realty, recently
closed $1 million in 1995 sales pro-

alties
309 S. 12th
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Laker quarterback Sam Arnett
DEAR ABBY: I recently marprobably won't remember much of
ned the love of my life. How.
offensive coordinator Dan Walker's
ever, a fewyears ago. I had an
late-game analysts due to a mild
affair with his
concussion suffered late in Fnday's
uncle. It was
46-14 loss to Hoplonsille.
a terrible misThirty years ago
take. Should!
Eric Massengale and Ricky
this
explain
Garland scored touchdowns on the
to my husground to pace the Murray High
band or keep
freshman foothill team to a 16-0
my shameful
victory Over visiting Trigg County.
a
secret
Calloway County hosted the other
secret? Please
seven-member counties at the
tell me what
monthly meeting of the Kentucky's
I should do.
Western Waterlimds organization.
CONDarwin Kelsey. a KWW Murray
FUSED
board member, gave the group an
By Abigail
WIFE
IN
updated preview of the Boy Scout
Van Buren
THE EAST
Museum.
DEAR CONFUSED WIFE:
Transplanted Murrayan Barry
I vote for telling your husband
Thomas will make a bid to become
the truth Better he should hear
the second representative of the city
it from you now than hear about
to join the pro tennis ranks.
it later from his uncle.
Forty years ago
MM.*
Officers of the Murray-Calloway
County Need Line include the Rev.
DEAR ABBY: I started a new
Robert Brockhoff, Mrs. Terry
job four months ago after being
Canupp, Harold Beaman and Julie
out of work because of a large
Lovins. Euple Ward is executive
downsizing at my last employdirector.
er's, an insurance company. My
Bill Furgerson, head football
new job is close to home, and
coach at Murray State University, I really like the work involved.
reviewed prospects for the coming
I'm single, in my early 40s
season at a meeting of the Murray
and have a wonderful relationLions Club.
ship with a widower I met in
Fifty years ago
church. My problem involves my
Rickman, Jimmy
Woodrow
immediate boss, who is a marRickman and Roy Norsworthy have
ried man with a family. He has
purchased the old Murray Hosiery
asked me to join him for lunch
Mill building on South Fourth
several times. He has left flowStreet. The mill was operated by
ers in my car with a note, and
Harry Fenton, Leonard Vaughn and
keeps asking me to go to conGrover Wood James before going
certs out of town because he
out of business.
says his wife doesn't want to go
Glen McCuiston, Mike White, and he doesn't want to go alone.
Kathleen Madrey, Jerry Pat Stark,
I have tried to downplay his
Billy Hendon, Johnny Kelso, advances, but I am afraid it might
Robert Blalock and Mike Lovins
cost me my job, my boyfriend
will show dairy and beef cattle at
and the ability to help my parKentucky State Fair in Louisville.
ents financially. I am aware my
Sixty years ago
co-workers are probably wonderBirths reported at the Murray
ing what is going on. How do
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
I handle this delicate situation
Mrs. Roscoe Spiceland and a girl to
and do the right thing? -- IN A
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Gray.
QUANDARY IN NEW ENG-

Dear Abby

LAND
DEAR IN A QUANDARY:
Tell your boss that you are
involved in a committed relationship, and so is he. The next time
he invites you to lunch, inform
him that his invitations are making you uncomfortable. After that,
if he persists in leaving flowers
with little notes, hang onto them
because they would be evidence
that you were being harassed in
percase your refusal to have
sonal relationship affects your
employment.
MIMM

DEAR ABBY: For the past
year I have been married to a
man I love with all my heart,
but we have yet to reside in the
same house. He lives in another city with his child's mother
and gives me excuse after excuse
as to why he won't leave. It's
either that he's scared to have to
pay child support, or he's afraid
of my temper (which I'm seeking help for), or it's just not the
right time.
I think I should take priority
over his child's mother because
I am his WIFE. I am fed up
with the excuses and ready to
call it quits. What should I do?
-- MARRIED BUT ALONE IN
MARY LAND
DEAR MARRIED: Keep
working on your anger issues,
but call it quits. Obviously, your
"husband's" priorities lie elsewhere. Whether in the legal sense
or the emotional. he appears to
be very much married to his child's
mother. As it stands, you are
already living as a divorcee, so
make it official and move on.
IMMI
•

Dear Abby is written by Abigail Van Buren, also known as
Jeanne Phillips, and was founded by her mother, Pauline
Phillips. Contact Dear Abby at
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box
69440, Los Angeles, CA 90069.

tal Congress made the term "United States" official, replacing "United Colonies."
In 1893, Frances Cleveland,
wife of President Grover Cleveland, gave birth to a daughter,
Esther, in the White House; it
was the first (and, to date, only)
time a president's child was born
in the executive mansion.
In 1919, some 1.100 members
of Boston's 1.500-man police force
went on strike. (The strike was
broken by Massachusetts Gov.
Calvin Coolidge with replacement
officers.)

By the Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Sept. 9,
the 252nd day of 2015. There are
113 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept.9, 1965,Sandy Koufax
of the Los Angeles Dodgers pitched
a perfect game against the Chicago Cubs at Dodger Stadium. Final
score: 1-0.
On this date:
In 1543, Mary Stuart was
crowned Queen of Scots at Stirling Castle, nine months after she
was born.
In 1776. the second Continen-
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PEEL SAUSAGE
Dear Heloise: A new recipe
called for sausage without the
casing. I tried peeling off the
casing with a knife, and it was
a mess. I grabbed the vegetable
peeler, and the casing was easily removed! — Kathryn W.,
via email
RINSING PRODUCE
Dear Heloise: Whenever I
have a small amount of produce to rinse, I use a plastic juice pitcher with the
plastic top that strains ice cubes from going into
the glass. This is quicker and easier than the colander designed to wash and spin produce.
I can do a few lettuce leaves, a pound of strawberries or a small bunch of grapes very quickly. I
can agitate them by shaking. pour out the water
work)is
without losing any of the produce, refill, shake and
.
)
P3Si4oVER.1
pour. After three times, I can drain the produce
through the lid and then pour into a serving container. — Margaret H., Stafford County. Va.
This sounds good, but technically the water
should flow or run over the produce. In this case,
if there are bacteria, it's still in the water. But
three rinses should take care of things. — Heloise
CAFFEINE-FREE?
MAYBE NOT
Dear Heloise: I recently found out, to my surprise, that DECAFFEINATED AND CAFFEINEFREE are not the same. "Decaf' simply means that
the coffee or tea has 30-50 percent less caffeine
than regular. Thought I'd pass on the information.
- Pauline B., via email
Hold the phone and pick up the coffee can! Yep,

In 1926, the National Broadcasting Co. (NBC) was incorporated by the Radio Corp. of America.
In 1956, Elvis Presley made
the first of three appearances on
"The Ed Sullivan Show."
In 1971, prisoners seized control of the maximum-security Attica Correctional Facility near Buffalo, New York, begidning a siege
that ended up claim* 43 lives.
In 1986. Frank Reed;Airector
of a private school in Lebanon.
was taken hostage; he was released
44 months later.
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DEAR DOCTOR K: My doctor says my erectile dysfunction
is most likely caused by vascular disease. Can you explain the
connection?
DEAR READER: Erectile dysfunction (ED) -- trouble attaining
and sustaining an erection -- is
quite common in men over age
40 Why, you might ask, would
nature (evolution) not preserve someso
thing
important to
the continued
existence of
the
human
The
race?
average life
expectancy
throughout
most
of
By
human histoDr. Anthony
ry has been
Komaroff
less than 50
years. Guys, we were not built
to last!
To understand how vascular
(blood vessel) disease can cause
ED, you need to understand how
an erection occurs. During 'an
erection, arteries supplying blood
to the penis relax and widen. As
the 'arteries relax, blood floods
the penis through two central arteries. These arteries run through
two flexible cylinders that run the
length of the penis. Thousands of
tiny spaces inside these cylinders
fill with blood.
At the same time, veins carrying blood away fiorn the penis
clamp down. As a result, more
blood remains inside the penis.
With more blood coming in and
less going out, the penis swells
and becomes firm.(I've put an illustration of this process on my website, AskDoctorK.com.)
Erections depend on the blood
vessels that serve the penis. So
it's not surprising that vascular
disease, which affects blood vessels, is the leading cause of ED.
The most common ty pe of vas-

by
Heloise
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you are right: Decal and caffeine-free are not the
same thing. However, the percentage is 97 percent
caffeine-free, or possible 3 percent caffeine.
Coffee beans and tea leaves start out with caffeine in them and then it's removed. There is no
coffee or tea that has absolutely NO caffeine. but
3 percent is not much.
A "caffeine-free" product is one with ingredients that never contained caffeine in the first place.
— Heloise
SUDSIER DISHWATER
Dear Heloise: My wife cooks. and I do the
dishes. Once. I accidently turned on the spray nozzle full force to make my soapy water. The suds
overflowed!
As time went on, I continued using the spray
nozzle and was using less and less dish soap! I
now use less than half, and it still fills up my sink
with suds. — Paul S.. Punta Gorda, Fla.
LAST OF THE MAYO
Dear Heloise: The hint from Kay reminded me
how my grandmother utilized the last of the mayo
in the jar. She would make potato salad and drop
some of the cooked cubed potatoes in the jar and
shake it. She would repeat until the mayo coated
the potatoes. •
She saved waxed paper from loaves of bread.
They were used for wrapping sandwiches for lunches. I would slip a piece out of the drawer when I
went to the playground to sit on when going down
the slide. — Lois R., Roswell, N.M.
Love it, and both images made me smile! My
mother would add vinegar and some spices to an
almost-empty mayo jar, and shake to mix. One-ofa-kind salad dressing. — Hugs, Heloise
(c)20I5 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Start of a count
Everything
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Rational
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(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St..
Second Floor.Boston,MA 02115.)
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cular disease is atherosclerosis,
which occurs when fatty deposits
build up on artery walls This
narrows and clogs artery walls
and limits blood flow through them.
Atherosclerosis can occur not only
in the arteries of the heart and
brain, but also in arteries throughout the body -- including those
leading to the penis_
Another common cause of ED
is diabetes. Men with diabetes are
two to three times more likely to
experience ED than men without
the disease.
Diabetes can cause ED in at
least two ways. It can harm the
nerves that instruct the artenes in
the penis to widen and send more
blood. And it can increase a person's tendency to develop vascular disease, which also restricts
blood flow to the penis. High
blood pressure and high cholesterol also increase a person's tendency to develop diseased blood
vessels and reduced blood flow.
If your ED is due to vascular disease, taking steps to improve
your heart health might also help
your ED. These steps include not
smoking, exercising regularly, eating a healthy diet and maintaining a healthy weight. Carefully controlling blood sugar, blood pressure and blood cholesterol levels
all can help prevent ED.
We have more powerful medicines today to control these conditions than were available when
1, was a medical student. Yes,
some of the blood pressure medicines sometimes can also cause
ED. However, making adjustments
in these medicines often improves
the problem. Finally, we now also
have treatments for ED. such as
sildenafil (Viagra),tadalafil (Cialis)
and v. ardenafil (Levitra).
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Today In History
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Improved heart health helps
treat erectile dysfunction
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CAL LOWAY
We began this church ten years ago to show you how much
God loves you by how well we serve you. We continue to
invest in this community, because we want to be known for
what we are for. We look forward to serving you even better
in the next ten years. God is for you. We are for you.
We are FOR Calloway.
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JOIN US THIS SUNDAY AS
WE CELEBRATE 10 YEARS!
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CURRIS CENTER, MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
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